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ABSTRACT

Despite the frequent use of populism an ideological term, populism is better understood as a communication tool, technique, style or emphasis used by a populist communicator to gain and maintain political power. How do populist communicators deploy populist communication tools over time? More specifically, how do the prevailing media technologies and practices—the “form of media”—in various time periods facilitate or encumber populist communication between speaker and audience? This paper seeks to answer these questions with a discourse analysis of four speeches given by four different populist communicators, each in a different time period and through a different form of media. A specific focus will be on how changes in media technologies affect the production, distribution and consumption of populist communication.
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INTRODUCTION

Populism has become a troublesome buzzword in recent years. In the media, the term has primarily been used to describe surging right-wing xenophobic nationalist politicians, movements and parties in the United States, Europe and many other countries. This includes the 2016 Brexit vote; the 2016 US Presidential election victory of Donald Trump; the 2017 second place finish of Marie le Pen in the French presidential election; the inclusion of far-right parties in coalition governments in Austria, Italy, Poland, Finland and Hungary, and the electoral success of far-right parties in Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden. Yet left-wing parties and politicians have also been described as populist, such as Bernie Sanders in the US and the Labour Party under Jeremy Corbyn in the UK.

Populism has been used to describe parties, politicians and voters across the political spectrum, in multiple historical periods and in multiple geographical locations. It has also been described as a route to power, a brand of economic policy and a communication style. It has both boosters and detractors. But what exactly is populism, and what makes someone a populist?

This paper will posit that populism is best understood as a communication tool, technique, style or emphasis used by a communicator to gain and maintain political power. If populism is understood as such, then it is important to understand the nuances of populist communication tools, and how they can be deployed by communicators and interpreted by audiences through the media.

Media, as a vector for socialization and an essential middleman between populist communicators and their audiences, plays a crucial role in production and dissemination of
populist communication tools. However, media technologies have been constantly changing over time, with different forms of media arising, catching on among the masses, hybridizing elements of past media forms and eventually supplanting past media forms. Following McLuhan’s maxim that “the medium is the message,” this paper aims to examine how shifts in dominant media forms throughout history impacts the production, distribution and consumption of populist communication.¹

Research Question and Thesis

With a specific focus on the United States, this paper asks the following: How do populist communicators take advantage of different types of communication tools over time? More specifically, how do the prevailing media technologies and practices—the “form of media”—in each time period facilitate or encumber populist communication between speaker and audience?

To answer this question, this paper will complete a discourse analysis of four speeches given by four different populist communicators, each in a different time period and through a different form of media. A specific focus will be on how changes in media technologies affect the production, distribution and consumption of populist communication. In doing so, this paper hopes to better illuminate the nature of populist communication and its mediation across time. As populism is increasingly used as a common buzzword with more and more movements branded as or self-identifying as populist, it is important to understand what role different

media forms and communicative styles play. Likewise, continued advancements in media technologies necessitate further research into their role in communication among political actors.

This paper anticipates that as time goes on, populist communicators will use more populist communication tools as a result of advancements in media technology, such as increasing ease of production and distribution and greater audience participation—essentially, they will become “more populist.” More specifically, this paper suspects that populist communicators will use more messages centering conflict at the expense of messages of advocacy, with increases in emotional and rhetorical appeals. Finally, this paper hypothesizes that over time, so-called “fake news” and “alternative facts” (referred to here as “evidentialities”) will become more apparent.

This paper is organized as follows. Chapter 1 encompasses a literature review on populism, and includes a historiography of the term and the three main schools of study on the concept of populism. Chapter 2 includes the research design for the discourse analysis and outlines cases. Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 cover the four case studies. Finally, the conclusion synthesizes the results of the discourse analysis with final thoughts on the topic.
CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW

Section 1.2: Populism – A Historiography

Populism has been the subject of a lively historical debate for the past century. The first use of the word populism comes from the People’s Party or Populist Party (hereafter referred to with an uppercase P), which gained prominence in the Southern, Midwestern and Plains regions of the United States in the later decades of the 19th century. Understanding the Populist movement is crucial for understanding populism generally. In short, the Populists were a diverse coalition of anti-monopolist reformist farmers groups (particularly the Farmers’ Alliance, the Grangers and the Greenbackers) who united with labor unions, Christian groups, temperance advocates, Georgists and socialists in 1892 under the banner of the Populist Party.²

Running primarily on a platform of free silver and anti-monopolism, the Populists achieved resounding electoral success for a third party. They won over 40 seats in Congress and 11 governorships throughout the 1890s, while their nominee in 1892 for President, James B. Weaver, won 8.5 percent of the popular vote. While the party went into sharp decline after their candidate William Jennings Bryan (who was also nominated by the Democratic party with a different vice president) lost the 1896 Presidential election, the Populists nonetheless left a lasting impact on US politics. Many scholars writing in the decades after the Populist Party’s downfall saw the movement as a positive development for US politics and for democracy generally. Luminaries such as Charles Beard, John Hicks and C. Vann Woodward all saw the

---

Populists as forerunners of the early 20th century Progressive movement, which would eventually pass legislation that met many of the Populist’s political demands.³

It was renowned historian Richard Hofstadter who shifted the scholarly conversation on what constituted populism in a negative direction when he argued in The Age of Reform in 1955 that the Populists were backwards-looking yokels driven by paranoid conspiracy theories and anti-Semitism.⁴ Though he didn’t mention the anticommunist demagoguery of the recently censured anti-communist Senator Joseph McCarthy (Hofstadter was a former Communist Party member), Hofstadter’s idea of a conspiratorial “paranoid style” was clearly directed towards McCarthy, and the general term “populist” soon became a descriptor for right-wingers such as George Wallace, Barry Goldwater and members of the John Birch Society.⁵ While scholars such as Woodward and Nugent quickly pushed back against Hofstadter’s assessment of the historical Populist movement, this association of populism with conspiracy, demagoguery and racism soon transcended that of the Populist Party and entered into popular conception.⁷⁸ Despite this, members of the New Left, such as Goodwyn, would look back to the Populist Party as a model for building progressive multi-racial coalitions, further complicating the usage of the word as an ideological lodestar.⁹

---

Since Hofstadter, the populist label has been used to describe a muddle of extremely varied groups, people, movements and ideologies (some willingly self-label as populists, while others are labeled populists by scholars, journalists or political opponents). Michael Kazin argues that the roots of populism predate the formation of the Populist Party, with figures like Thomas Jefferson, Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln each embodying characteristics or ideological persuasions that would come to be hallmarks of their People’s Party progenies. Clearly, populism means wildly different things to different people in different places across different periods in history, which makes its exact nature tough to pin down precisely. While the etymological root of the word suggests that it centers ‘the people,’ Canovan argued in 1981 that populism could not even be “reducible to a single core.”

Despite the general disagreement over the term, the new millennium has seen an explosion of research regarding populism. The three main schools of thought, the ideological (or ideational), political strategy and discursive schools, each disagree over the definition and

---

10 In addition to those already mentioned, those that have called themselves or been referred to populist include as wide a net as the 19th century Narodniki movement in Russia, the 19th and early 20th century German Volk movement, the Progressive Era US socialist and labor movements, Theodore Roosevelt, the Bolshevik Party in the USSR, the Italian Fascist Party, the German Nazi Party, Huey Long, Father Coughlin, Franklin Delano Roosevelt and his New Deal coalition, Barry Goldwater, Juan Peron, Getulio Vargas, the Poujadist movement in France, the Canadian Social Credit movement, the New Left, Richard Nixon, Spiro Agnew, the leaders of the 1979-80 Islamic revolution in Iran, Ronald Reagan, the US Christian fundamentalist movement, Bill Clinton, Ross Perot, Pat Buchanan, Tony Blair, Jean-Marie Le Pen, Silvio Berlusconi, Alberto Fujimori, Hugo Chavez, Nestor and Christina Fernandez de Kirchner, Vladimir Putin, Sarah Palin and the Tea Party, Barrack Obama, Occupy Wall Street, SYRIZA, Podemos, the Black Lives Matter movement, the UK Independence Party and the Brexit movement, Rafael Correa, Evo Morales, Narendra Modi, Emmanuel Macron, Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador, Rodrigo Duterte, the modern continental European far-right parties, Donald Trump, Bernie Sanders and many, many others.


fundamental principles of populism. This paper takes the stance that the discursive school has the most consistent and clear definition of populism.

Section 1.2: Populism as Ideology

Section 1.2.1: The People and the Elite/the Other

Perhaps the most widely cited definition of populism comes from Cas Mudde, a member of the ideological school, who describes populism as “a thin-centered ideology that considers society to be ultimately separated into two homogenous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’ versus ‘the corrupt elite,’ and which argues that politics should be an expression of the [general will] of the people.” In this school’s formulation, the people are believed to be the only rightful source of political legitimacy and are denied (or believe that they are denied) their right as sovereign by an elite or establishment that is or has become corrupted. For the people, this group of elites are frequently constructed as (or connected to) an Other, who are noted by particular class, ethnic, cultural, religious or other signifiers. This opposition towards a central enemy allows the people to construct bonds amongst one another and consolidate their

---

13 Economic populism is sometimes referred to as a fourth school, but it has mostly gone out of vogue among populism scholars. Scholarship regarding the economic school has mostly focused on perceived tendencies that populist movements are marked by economic irresponsibility and high spending—essentially, anti-neoliberal Washington Consensus policies. The analytical usefulness of such a position is dubious, as many governments described as populist have pursued economically successful policies, and indeed even neoliberal policies in many cases. As such, it will not be touched on in this literature review. For further reading, see Kurt Weyland, ”Populism: A Political-Strategic Approach,” In The Oxford Handbook of Populism, eds. Cristóbal Rovira Kaltwasser, Paul Taggart, Paulina Ochoa Espejo, and Pierre Ostiguy, (Oxford University Press, October 2017); Noam Gidron and Bart Bonikowski. ”Varieties of Populism: Literature Review and Research Agenda.” Working Paper Series, Weatherhead Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, No.13-0004, 2013;
political movement. Populists will often claim that they will speak what Ostiguy calls the “repressed truth,” which opposes the political and social norms supposedly established by elites, which is often referred to today as “political correctness.”¹⁶ This castigation of entrenched and supposed elite-produced political norms, and the political mobilization that follows, often figures as a “middle finger” protest vote when an individual supports a populist candidate against a candidate seen as a member of the elite.¹⁷

Mudde argues that the divide between the people and the elite is primarily moral as opposed to the role of class, ethnic, religious divides or a gap in actual political power between groups.¹⁸ Understanding the divide between a ‘pure people’ and a ‘corrupt elite’ in this way can be somewhat reductive. Class, ethnic and religious differences or actual inequality in political power between groups can clearly feed into a people’s perception that elites or Others are morally corrupt.

Section 1.2.2: A “Thin” Ideological Attachment

Mudde’s understanding of populism as “thin” should not be understated. He argues that populism requires contributions from other “thick” ideologies such as socialism, liberalism, fascism or other “thin” ideologies like nationalism to be politically successful.¹⁹ In this instance, political actors pair populism with existing political ideologies, making populism a vessel for

---

¹⁷ Ibid.
¹⁹ Ibid.
better framing of the contours of political conflict.\textsuperscript{20} The biggest differences between the varied ideologically attached strains of populism are the varying definitions of who makes up the elite and who is included into the grouping of the pure people. Again, the exact definitions of each category vary greatly across time and place.

Indeed, ideological predilections of a particular movement are often central to today’s conversation on populism. In recent years, the term populism has most frequently been used (although not exclusively) to describe the radical right-wing authoritarian populism that has achieved a high degree of political success in the US and Europe. This populism is typified by its affinity for ideological cleavages that incorporate combinations of exclusionary ethno-nationalism, nativism, racism, xenophobia, Islamophobia, anti-feminism, homophobia, transphobia, welfare chauvinism. This form of populism also typically employs or seeks to employ governance styles that can be anti-pluralistic, majoritarian, authoritarian or fascist.\textsuperscript{21}

For this current crop of US and European right-wing authoritarian populists, the ‘pure people’ are an exclusionary ethnically, culturally and religiously defined nation. This nation is intimately shaped by nationalism and historical cultural signifiers, a crucial dimension of which is that of the ‘heartland,’ which Taggart calls an “idealized conception of the community,” that often looks backwards in time to a supposed glorious past.\textsuperscript{22} For those American and European right-wing authoritarian populists, this past is often idealized as the period prior to

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{20} Rafał Pankowski, \textit{The Populist Radical Right in Poland: The Patriots}, (Abingdon: Routledge, 2010).
\textsuperscript{22} Paul Taggart. “Populism and Representative Politics in Contemporary Europe.” \textit{Journal of Political Ideologies} 9, no. 3 (2004), 274.
\end{flushleft}
advancements in race and gender equality as well as the period encompassing the so-called golden age of Western colonialism and imperialism.

Accordingly, these right-wing authoritarian populists’ version of the ‘corrupt elite’ encompasses a varied cabal of wealthy, vapid and corrupt bankers, monopolists, government bureaucrats, managerial professionals, Hollywood celebrities and mainstream media journalists living in urban centers like Washington DC, New York City, Brussels, Silicon Valley, London and Los Angeles. For the right-wing populists, these elites have become captured, co-opted or corrupted into supporting the interests of various minority groups, which can include immigrants, refugees, blacks, Latinos, Muslims, Jews, women, gays, trans people and even Millennials. Often times, right-wing populists will equate these minority groups with terrorism, drug use, criminality, laziness and other morally undesirable traits that have the potential to corrupt those that fit under the umbrella of the people or the nation. These Others and the elites are often castigated by right-wing populists as “globalists,” who supposedly desire the elimination of national sovereignty and its replacement with cosmopolitanism through the celebration of diversity, sexual tolerance, free trade and immigration.

By identifying cosmopolitan elites and Others with demographic changes, right-wing authoritarian populism involves a politics of resentment, or a focus on status threat, where the

---

24 Ibid.
people perceive Others to be recipients of more assistance from elites in government, which can range from tax benefits to affirmative action to lax treatment by law enforcement, among other factors.²⁷ Likewise, hostile coverage of right-wing authoritarian populists by mainstream media sources can also contribute to resentment by the people, who see any negative coverage of their movement as a plot to unfairly discredit them by elites. Some right-wing authoritarian populist formulations can drift towards embrace of conspiracies theories, such as the notion that wealthy Jews control global finance and media and use their power for malicious ends, or that Muslim and Latino immigrants and asylum seekers (or other non-white groups) are bent on instigating “white genocide,” which entails the destruction, assimilation or “great replacement” of the white race by way of high birthrates and miscegenation.²⁸

Contrast this with the also ascendant left-wing populism typified by self-described democratic socialists like Bernie Sanders in the US and Jeremy Corbyn in the UK. For them, the ‘pure people’ includes a diverse amalgamation of the masses that could be considered working class and middle class—the 99%, to use the phrase popularized by the Occupy Wall Street Movement. Correspondingly, the ‘corrupt elite’ is comprised of a wealthy and politically influential coterie of multi-millionaires and billionaires (the 1% or the 0.1%) and those who have been captured by their financial influence.²⁹ While some left-wing populists do engage voters with ethnic nationalism, most left-wing populists like Sanders and Corbyn tend to extoll civic nationalism, which Ignatieff defines as a nation comprised of all “who subscribe to a

---

nation’s political creed,” rather than a nation that bases inclusion or exclusion on factors like race, religion or language.\textsuperscript{30}

Regardless of the frequent attachment of populism to left or right ideologies, populism can be affixed to any ideology that uses the dichotomy between the people and an elite/Other. Postill has argued for the existence of theocratic populism, which includes the Shia clerics of the Iranian Revolution in 1979 and other groups like the Islamic State. These groups see God as sovereign—however, God operates through a people comprising the global \textit{ummah} of believers, with blasphemers and non-believers making up their conception of the Other.\textsuperscript{31} Postill has also argued that centrists and neo-liberal technocrats like Emmanuel Macron are populist, and that they use “anti-populist” populism, framing the people as the citizenry, while framing both left and right-wing populists as Others that threaten liberal democracy and the sanctity of the free-market.\textsuperscript{32}

Despite the strong tendencies of populist ideologies to run along socio-cultural, religious or ethnic cleavages, there is an argument to be made that the political success of both right-wing and left-wing populism could be partially a result of economic hardship among the people. Geiselberger explores the possibility that populist political surges are a reaction to recessions or depressions like the 2008 crisis, wherein the people become galvanized against technocratic elites who supposedly mismanage, cause or manufacture such crises.\textsuperscript{33} Muller has gone as far as suggesting that populism and technocracy are “mirror images of each other.”\textsuperscript{34} However,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{31} John Postill, “Populism and Social Media: A Global Perspective,” \textit{Media, Culture and Society} 40, no. 5 (2018), 754-765. !
\item \textsuperscript{32} Jibid. !
\item \textsuperscript{33} Heinrich Geiselberger, ed. \textit{The Great Regression}. (Malden, MA: Polity Press, 2017). !
\item \textsuperscript{34} Jan-Werner Müller, \textit{What Is Populism?} (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016), 327. !
\end{itemize}
Inglehart and Norris have found that cultural values tend to be a higher predictor of support for populist parties than economic insecurity.\textsuperscript{35}

Whether cultural values or material relations are the primary driver of support for populism(s) is an unsettled debate, but in both cases, the ideological school understanding of populism sees ideological connectors like fascism, nationalism, liberalism, socialism and other political inclinations as a necessary component of populism itself. Contrast this with the views of Ernesto Laclau, a major figure of the discursive school and of post-Marxist discourse theory, who asks whether populism might be a “constant dimension of political action which necessarily arises (in different degrees) in all political discourses, subverting and complicating the operations of the so-called ‘more mature’ ideologies” such as socialism or fascism.\textsuperscript{36} For Laclau, “all politics [are] populist, although some [are] more populist than others.”\textsuperscript{37}

Despite Laclau’s alternative approach, Mudde notes a number of strengths of the ideological approach.\textsuperscript{38} The first is distinguishability, which Mudde explains as the ability of this school to establish a clear Sartorian either-or boundary between populism and its opposites, including elitism and pluralism.\textsuperscript{39} The second is categorizability, which allows for a clear setting of typographical signifiers when combined with populism, such as people/elite, left-wing/centrist/right-wing/theological, socialist/nationalist, civic-nationalist/ethnic-nationalist, inclusionary/exclusionary, pluralist/anti-pluralist and, following the work of Canovan, agrarian

\textsuperscript{37} Ibid., 154.  
\textsuperscript{39} Giovanni Sartori “Concept Misformation in Comparative Politics,” \textit{American Political Science Review} 64 no. 4 (1970), 1033–53.
populisms including farmer/peasant/intellectuals and political populisms including populist dictatorship, populist democracy, reactionary populism, and politicians’ populism.\textsuperscript{40} Mudde’s third argument for the strength of the ideological school is travelability, which relates to the ability of the school to transcend geographical and temporal boundaries, making it ideal for comparative and cross-regional studies, including Mudde and Kaltwasser’s study of Europe and the Americas.\textsuperscript{41} The final strength Mudde notes is versatility, specifically in that the approach can look at both the supply side (voters) and demand side (leaders, parties) of populism.

Section 1.3: Populism as Political Strategy

While ideological attachments to populism are frequently used to characterize the political alignment of a given populist movement, populism is also often used by voters, politicians and other political actors as a strategy for mobilizing, gaining, exercising and sustaining political power. This is the primary understanding of populism by the political strategy school. Weyland, a major proponent of the school, defines populism as “a political strategy through which a personalistic leader seeks or exercises government power based on direct, unmediated, uninstitutionalized support from large numbers of mostly unorganized followers.”\textsuperscript{42} From an analytical standpoint, the school is concerned primarily with comparing populist strategies on how leaders gain and maintain power (which Weyland considers


\textsuperscript{41} Cas Mudde and Cristobel Rovira Kaltwasser. \textit{Populism in Europe and the Americas: Threat or Corrective for (Democracy)?} (Cambridge University Press, 2012).

personalistic leadership, patrimonialism, caudillismo and direct relationships with voters) with that of other political strategies such as party politics and clientelism.\textsuperscript{43}

Section 1.2.1: The Charismatic Populist Leader

The political strategy school puts a great amount of emphasis on a charismatic leader, which is also referred to as a populist communicator or demagogue. Weyland argues that the shifting, disorganized and heterogenous character of the people necessitates a leader to articulate its goals and serve as the embodiment of the general will of the people.\textsuperscript{44} For this school, there are two important aspects of a populist movement’s political strategy: the actor seeking political power (which can include an individual, an informal group or a party) and how they mobilize their base of support.\textsuperscript{45} Compared to other forms of political power-seeking such as clientelism or party politics, populism is useful as a political strategy because it allows for those who are situated outside of traditional elite political structures to build visibility and authenticity, especially in countries with government and media institutions that maintain low levels of public trust and can be easily framed as captured by a corrupt elite.\textsuperscript{46}

In building this popular consensus against an elite, populism is also useful for building coalitions across class, ethnic, racial or religious boundaries, as the idea of the people is often


\textsuperscript{44} Ibid.


malleable when crafted by a charismatic leader (though Conniff notes that this is more prevalent among populist leaders in Latin America).\textsuperscript{47} This facet of the political strategy school has its limits—as Knight argues, is coalition building not endemic to politics itself?\textsuperscript{48}

The use of direct and intimate communication channels are hallmarks of populist communicators. They aim to use these direct or quasi-direct communication channels, such as rallies, speeches, social media posts, statues, monuments, architecture or art to form bonds with the people.\textsuperscript{49} Likewise, the people, interested in exercising their sovereignty, seek to engage in direct democratic forms of voting, such as referenda and plebiscites (of which Brexit is perhaps the best case).\textsuperscript{50} The current strand of radical right-wing authoritarian populism embodied by Donald Trump exemplifies this direct communication strategy, wherein his active posting on Twitter gives him the ability to have constant communication and dialogue with the people he claims to embody. However, his dialogue with supporters, like that of many populist leaders, frequently concerns his disdain for the norms of liberal democracy and his contempt of the mainstream media.

Section 1.2.2: Democracy or Mob Rule?

Direct forms of communication between the leader and the people can often spur populist movements to pursue more authoritarian modes of governance, as such an alignment

favors a strong executive who can supposedly enact the popular will without having to traverse through the slow and often contentious process of lawmaking within representative liberal democracies. Müller has argued that populism “tends to pose a danger to democracy.”

Mudde explains that while populists are not necessarily opposed to representative governance, they are rather in favor of a more specific representation that only includes what they perceive to be the pure people. However, as conceptions of the people can frequently be a majority group, populist preferences for direct democracy can often place itself in opposition to minority rights, although minorities can range from ethnic, racial or religious groups to a minority of wealthy oligarchs, depending on the ideological tendencies of the populist movement in question.

Despite this, penchants for anti-pluralism and authoritarianism does not hold true for all populist movements, as Muller suggests. To quote Green, “populism, at its root, is democratic in nature, even if many populist leaders (once they reach power) may not be democratically inclined.” Tännö has argued that populism is essentially democracy in its purest form, in that it is wholly direct rather than representative. This struggle between democratic forms—representative vs. direct, the supposedly uninformed masses vs. a supposedly enlightened elite—underlies the tensions within how the people, whoever that may be, are represented in politics. Populism, however, serves to simplify politics into Manichean dichotomies that can be
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manipulated by charismatic leaders for their political benefit, to the detriment of nuanced political discussion.\textsuperscript{56}

There is indeed no shortage of literature that decries the masses as a group prone to uninformed decision making and irrationality as a result of groupthink, herd mentality, or entrancement and manipulation by charismatic leaders. As Le Bon put it in his seminal 19th century work \textit{The Crowd}: “isolated, [man] may be a cultivated individual; in a crowd, he is a barbarian...he allows himself to be impressed by words and images...and to be induced to commit acts contrary to his most obvious interests.”\textsuperscript{57} Indeed, authoritarians and would-be authoritarians will often see populism as a useful road to achieving and exercising power within liberal democratic systems, as they can exploit groupthink mentality among the masses.

However, for Weyland and others in the political strategy school, populist leaders are only populist if they are receptive to the demands of the people, rather than using authoritarian modes that impose demands onto the people from above.\textsuperscript{58} Ideally, the populist leader is focused on gaining and maintaining power (i.e. vote maximization) through articulation of the people’s views, rather than by promoting a particular ideology that they favor. This has obvious questionable implications for analysis—where does a leader’s adherence to a particular ideology, populist dichotomies or desire for power converge or diverge with that of the people? Indeed, the people do have a degree of agency, as their calls for certain political privileges can incite demand for a charismatic leader to take charge. Thus,

\begin{flushleft}
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both the supply and demand of and for populist dichotomies can (and arguably will) manifest themselves within democratic societies.

A major criticism that the political strategy school levels at the ideological school is that while they center the people as the (or a) primary unit of analysis, they nonetheless ignore the role that the leader plays in articulating or embodying the goals of a populist movement. In this sense, the political strategy school for the most part favors operationalizing populism with both a bottom-up and a top-down approach, whereas they see the ideological school as understanding populist movements only from the bottom-up.\textsuperscript{59} However, the political strategy school’s approach is also problematic in that they often see the people as unable to exercise their political agency on their own, and require a leader to embody their spirit and act on their behalf. This is especially acute with the rise of social media, which in many ways helps solve the collective action problem.\textsuperscript{60} Movements such as the Occupy Wall Street movement, the Black Lives Matter movement or the Arab Spring protests did not arise because they rallied around a charismatic leader, despite having some leaders and notable political actors to articulate their goals.\textsuperscript{61}

Section 1.4: Populism as Discourse

Over the past two decades, the discursive school, which centers its focus on communication, has come to be the biggest competitor to the ideological school. While the


\textsuperscript{60} Mancur Olson, \textit{The Logic of Collective Action}, (Harvard University Press, 1965).

\textsuperscript{61} On the other hand, martyrs such as Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown and Khaleed Saeed could each figure as a similar symbolic embodiment of the people in these instances, much like that of a charismatic leader.
ideological and political strategy schools both acknowledge communication as important aspects for the crafting of people/elite dichotomies and the pursuit and sustainability of populist political power, the discursive school takes a more granular and transdisciplinary approach to populism studies.

For the discursive school, particularly scholars such as Laclau, Worsley and De Vreese et al, populism is essentially a communication tool—a technique, logic, style or emphasis—that is used to separate the people and the elite into two opposing groups. Many in the ideological school like Stavrakakis, Mudde and Kaltwasser oppose Laclau and other discursive adherents’ view of populism on the grounds that it is too abstract—they see Laclau’s contention that populism can be essentially any form of dichotomous politics as a roadblock for producing any meaningful insight. However, there is significant overlap between the discursive and ideological schools. Mudde has subsequently updated his original definition to note that populism can also be categorized as a “communication style.” While there is no fully agreed upon classification of populist styles or a master list of populist communication tools within the discursive school, many styles and tools are instantly recognizable as being associated with the construction of the people or the elite or the framing of conflict between the two by populist communicators.
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Section 1.3.1: Communication Tools

The use of direct communication channels to connect with the masses, along with plebiscites, referenda and direct voting, has already been discussed. However, that aspect of populist communication focuses more on the interplay of media or political structures to mediate messages rather than actual communicative tools, styles, emphases and techniques. Further exploration of mediation will be discussed later in this section.

Wirz sees populist communication techniques as the opposite of pluralist communication techniques, which seeks dialogue, compromise and diversity of viewpoints among the polity. Wirz further breaks down populist communication into advocative messages and conflictive messages. Advocative messages include: referring to the people as monolithic, stressing the people’s virtues and achievements, demonstrating closeness to the people and demanding sovereignty for the people. Conflictive messages encompass: excluding Others/elites from the people, discrediting or blaming Others/elites, and denying sovereignty to Others/elites. It is not hard to find such use of populist communication tools. For example, Donald Trump’s use of provocative, ad hominem-based “insult politics” against opponents he considers elites break political norms and is a central facet of his appeal to voters as an anti-elite candidate, despite his own personal wealth and political connections.

Another populist communicative tool is rhetoric that is jargon-free, to the point and easy for the masses to understand. For example, Donald Trump’s use of simple, familiar
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language and short sentences was key in building his popularity and making him accessible to the masses as a political candidate. This language gels well with populist framing as either-or dichotomies and populist’s preclusion to promote seemingly simple solutions to complex problems (like building a wall as a remedy to halt a perceived problem of immigration).

Wirz also describes an emotional component to populist communications, which he describes as a “reliance on gut feelings rather than on rational facts and deliberation.” This can include the questioning of the veracity of held truths (including the phenomenon of so-called “fake news”), doublespeak, and the prevalence of conspiracy theories, which all fall into the realm of what Hofstadter has described as the “paranoid style” of politics in the United States.

Communication techniques like advocative messages, conflictive messages, simple rhetoric and emotional appeals constitute the major ways that populist communicators reinforce and reshape ideas of who constitutes the people and who constitutes the elite.

Through comparative discourse analysis, the discursive school allows for a gauge of the “populist-ness” of a given political actor, rather than maintaining a focus on whether an actor is in fact populist or not populist. This analysis is typically done by measuring and comparing the rhetoric used in speeches, social media posts, manifestos and media appearances by populist
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groups or individuals. However, a major gap in the discursive school is that political communicators can change rhetorical strategies over time. This perhaps opens up the discursive school to the same criticisms that they level at the ideological and politically strategic schools—that their empirical basis of categorization is inconsistent. It will be this facet of discursive understanding of populism that this paper will attempt to remedy with a theoretical approach based around innovations in media technologies, evolving media logics, shifting arenas of discourse and battles for hegemony.

Section 1.3.2: Discourse and Hegemony

The idea of discourse is central to the discursive school. Scholars have varying but related understandings of discourse. Fairclough and Wodak see discourse as a language based communicative and interactive form of “social practice,” that both shapes and is shaped by discursive actors. Laclau and Mouffe expand on this, and define discourse as “the structured totality resulting from the articulatory practice.” For Laclau and Mouffe, this structured totality encompasses not just language based communication, but both linguistic and non-linguistic features, which can range from language to art to videos to any relational interaction between two or more parties. These conceptions of interaction describe social reality as
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“fundamentally relational”—it is the relationship between actors that is the primary unit of analysis.\(^{74}\) Essentially, discourse is the entire sphere of interpersonal, media or any communicative interaction, in which actors will absorb, articulate and shape their own held truths and, through further communicative interaction, the truths of others.\(^{75}\)

This body of held truths is amalgamated into an individual’s “worldview,” or what Hall calls “maps of meaning.”\(^^{76}\) An individual develops their worldview through a process of socialization, which Louw describes as the “acquisition of language as mediated by family, media and schooling.”\(^{77}\) Over time, such communication (which again, according to Laclau and Mouffe, is not reducible to mere linguistic features) becomes imbued with specific signs and codes that signify their meaning to their users.

Integral to this discussion is that of hegemony and the public sphere. The Gramscian concept of hegemony explores how power relations are constructed and organized between parties, where one is consenting to (or coerced by) another.\(^{78}\) With regards to discourse, hegemonic formation of meaning and social relations play out within what Habermas calls the “public sphere,” the arena in which public consensus is eventually formed through reasoned debate.\(^{79}\) Bordieu’s field theory is useful for understanding the battle over meanings and truth within the public sphere. Per Hilgers and Mengez, a field is “a structure of relative positions

within which the actors and groups think, act and take positions,” and whose positions “are defined by the volume and structure of their capital.” These fields are comprised of various domains (politics, economics, culture, religion, science, art, literature, etc.) which actors with capital will seek to assert their normative views upon. 

While Bourdieu’s fields are relative and frequently overlap, the field of power is unique in that it helps determine the capital (cultural, political, economic etc.) of actors within the system, and ultimately, the capital of hegemons who play a major role in determining consensuses and held truths in particular fields. Ultimately, a consensus will be reached by way of mass recognition by discursive actors of the capital held by hegemons in a specific field. Populist communicators serve as potential hegemons who have the political, cultural or economic capital to shape discursive meanings, and if successful, create dominant norms of social practice. Populist communicators seek to oppose, and are opposed by, existing hegemons (who they refer to as ‘elites’) within these fields.

The construction of the people is central when studying the discursive aspects of populism, particularly the people’s differential antagonism towards an enemy and their desire for an equivalence among themselves. For Laclau, “all identity is constructed within this tension between the differential and the equivalential logics.” Regarding differential, Laclau argues that discursive formation can’t be done without some exclusionary dimension—to be distinct, a
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thing must be defined in relation to something else. For the people, this is the enemy (whether an elite, an Other or both).

Regarding the equivalential, Laclau holds that central to the construction of ‘the people’ is what he calls an “empty signifier,” which essentially serves to articulate unfulfilled social demands or ideas through representative symbols or notions such as slogans (“build the wall,” “Medicare for all”) or even the image or persona of populist leader themselves. Also notable is that both the people and the elite are defined from within (inside the confines of the people) and from without (by their enemy, the elite or the Other). For example, Hillary Clinton’s remark that supporters of Donald Trump were a “basket of deplorables” helped define what constituted the people within the Trump movement, but from the outside. This is especially notable because Trump supporters did not deny Clinton’s notion that they were deplorable, and instead embraced it as a positive signifier. This instance highlights the fact that it is important to make a distinction between populism and populist communicators themselves (and for that matter, the populist communicators’ audiences receiving and decoding their messages).

Taken together, these differential and equivalential dimensions each serve to construct and ultimately create consensus on the meaning of the people and the elite within (and from outside of) a given populist movement. The empty signifier of the people, Laclau argues, is
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temporal and particular to its context—for example, Franklin Roosevelt’s articulation of the purpose and need for the New Deal had a specific meaning within the context of the Great Depression. Indeed, for the discursive school, a key to understanding populism is understanding why it is successful as a communicative form in a given socio-cultural-political milieu. Maly puts a name to this sort of understanding of populism: a “mediatized chronotropic communicative and discursive relation.” Essentially, populist communication and construction happens within context, but is specific to its own moment in time.

Section 1.3.3: Media Technology Innovation and Cultural Practice

Media plays a major role in discourse and hegemonic formations of meaning. Firstly, it is important to make a distinction between the media technologies themselves and the practices and people they shape and are shaped by. Gitelman’s definition of media is useful here. For her, media is comprised of “socially realized structures of communication, where structures include both technological forms and their associated protocols, and where communication is a cultural practice, a ritualized collocation of different people on the same mental map, sharing or engaged with popular ontologies of representation.” This encompassing definition captures the nuances of discussing both media as technology and media as institution and tool of social relations.

Media, as an essential middleman for individuals and groups to communicate with one another, interplays significantly with the use and development of populist communication tools. Aalberg et al maintain that changing media technologies are crucial to understanding the success of populism. Sorenson notes that “different media technologies invite different styles,” since varying practices of production, distribution and consumption can create different relationships of mediation, where media and other institutions play a role in facilitating the communication, articulation and construction of “reality” to individuals. Varying media technology systems can be viewed through lenses that are either symbolic—which encompasses audience/speaker relationships—or material, which encompasses the actual technological design of the media of the media itself. Both symbolic and material relations in media are governed by media logics, which are the norms and practices that undergird a particular media’s operation.

Kramer argues that practitioners of media, such as journalists and media distributors, can end up serving populist communicative styles in a number of ways, sometimes without even consciously trying. He gives six examples: The first is by reporting objectively on incidents that portray elites negatively, such as scandalous tabloid-style coverage or muckraking. The next is by allowing audience participation without responding to audience demands (comment sections on websites are a prime example). A third is by providing
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platforms for populist communicators due to their news value, controversial statements or popularity, like non-stop cable news coverage of Donald Trump or the democratic socialist New York Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez.⁹⁶ A fourth is accepting populist actors framing and slogans, such as the common refrain that left-wing political correctness is tearing apart college campuses, an extremely over-reported news item.⁹⁷ A fifth is that journalists can act or serve as a stand-in for populist leaders themselves—Fox News or Breitbart are prime examples.

Finally, journalists and media distributors can also play into populist communicative emphases by supporting exclusionary constructions of “Others” that are articulated by populist actors, such as outsized coverage of Islamic fundamentalist terrorist attacks, despite their rarity.⁹⁸ Here, there is significant overlap of populist communication tools with the employment of propaganda (or its propagandized popular moniker, “public relations”) in that they both aim influence and direct people towards particular policies, ideas or desires. Louw argues that propaganda has traditionally been seen as a tool employed mostly by elites as a way of maintaining legitimacy; however, populist communicators can also leverage propaganda just as effectively in many situations.⁹⁹ The steering of the masses by competing populist and elite propagandists towards opposing policies is emblematic of the discursive struggle over meaning among the masses. This struggle for hegemony is highlighted by Habermas, who argues that if
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the masses were to truly gain consciousness, they would create “steering problems” because the political system would not be able to handle their demands.100

Despite claims that the members of the media itself can act populist, populist communicators typically tend to come from outside of the circles of mainstream media, particularly because members of the mainstream media are frequently categorized by populists as being a particular type of elite themselves. Regardless, changes in media technologies over time have had and will continue to have a significant impact on how populists decide to communicate with audiences. It is this facet that will be of interest for the much of the thesis.

CHAPTER 2: RESEARCH DESIGN

Section 2.1: Terms and Definitions

Section 2.1.1: Populism

The literature suggests that due to the contradictory nature of understanding populism as an ideology or an attachment to a particular ideology, it is best to understand it as a combination of the definitions given by the discursive and political strategy schools. This paper will define populism as a communication tool, technique, style or emphasis used to differentiate between a ‘pure people’ and a ‘corrupt elite.’ This populist communication style is employed by a speaker (often referred to as a populist communicator, charismatic leader or demagogue) or group seeking to gain political power. This speaker or group uses the supposed corruption of the elites/Others as a locus for consolidating the people into a mass movement that can be mobilized for electoral support.

Section 2.1.2: Media

Communication between populist leaders and the people they intend to mobilize for political support is done through socialization, primarily within the context of media, which mediates communication. However, media technologies have been constantly changing over time, with different types of media arising, catching on among the masses, hybridizing elements of past media and eventually supplanting past media as dominant. Following McLuhan’s maxim that “the medium is the message,” this paper aims to examine how shifts in which media is
dominant at different moments in history impacts the production, distribution and consumption of populist communication.¹⁰¹

Section 2.2: Cases

Breaking up media technology innovations into specific time periods allows for a greater understanding of why populist communicators’ messaging strategies resonate (or fail to resonate) with the people within a given time period. This paper will look at four separate time periods: the 1870s-1890s, the 1920s-1930s, the 1950s-1990s, and the 2000s-Present day. Each period witnessed the widespread adoption of new media technologies. All cases will be concerned only with media and political developments within the United States, which has tended to be at the forefront of media technology development over the past 200 years.

This paper will examine a piece of media (in each case, a speech) from each time period in order to gauge how these communicators produced and articulated their message, distributed it through relevant channels, and how audiences consumed it, perceived it and reacted to it.

Section 2.2.1: 1870s-1890s

This case will focus mostly on the visual nature of print communication and its appendages. This period witnessed a number of new communication innovations, including the proliferation of railroads (which decreased travel time and sped up mail delivery), the adoption

of telegraphs and telephones for personal communication, increased literacy and education! and perhaps most importantly, cheap nationally distributed newspapers and magazines that incorporated photography, cartoons and illustrations.

For this period, this paper will examine the preamble of the Omaha Platform (1,900 words), the main policy platform of the Populist Party. The preamble was originally written and delivered by former Minnesota Congressman Ignatius Donnelly on July 4, 1891 to the People’s Party nominating convention St. Louis. While Donnelly’s speech was immediately printed in many local Populist newspapers, the speech was re-printed a year later in the National Economist, the national newspaper of the Farmer’s Alliance, on July 9, 1892, following the Omaha Populist party convention.102

Section 2.2.2: 1920s-1930s

This period saw the rise of radio as an important media form. While cinema in its early forms also played a role in this period, this section will be focused more specifically on the auditory nature of radio communication during this period. For this period, this paper will examine a campaign speech given by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s at Madison Square Garden on October 31, 1936 (2,500 words).103 The speech was broadcast nationally over the radio and was also reprinted in most major newspapers on November 1, 1936.104

Section 2.2.3: 1950s-1990s

This period encompasses the dominance of television as a media form. The marriage of video and audio and their role in image-making and spectacle will be highlighted. For this period, this paper will examine the television broadcast of Ronald Reagan’s Republican Presidential nomination acceptance speech at the 1980 Republican National Convention (4,800 words). The speech was broadcast on and covered on all the major television networks.

Section 2.2.4: 2000s-Present Day

This period saw the mass adoption of the Internet. More specifically, this section will look at the iteration of the Internet technologies and practices that are often referred to as Web 2.0. This period is marked by the mass adoption of social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, the continuing proliferation of online news websites and the increasing availability of affordable video-equipped smartphones. This case will examine the mass hybridization of media and the increased role of audience participation on media platforms. For this period, this paper will examine future President Donald Trump’s campaign speech on immigration in Phoenix, Arizona on August 31, 2016 (4,000 words). The speech was

broadcast on most major news networks on television and over the Internet and was extensively shared and discussed on social media platforms.

Section 2.2.5: Rationale

These pieces were chosen because they succinctly describe many of the preferred policies of each populist communicator. It is also ideal that each figure’s speech happens during or after an economic downturn—Donnelly following the Long Depression of the 1870s, FDR during the Great Depression, Reagan during 1980 recession and following the stagflation of the 1970s, and Trump after the Great Recession.

Additionally, and perhaps more importantly, each figure was able to harness varying aspects of new media technology innovations in his own way. The goal of this study is not to take a stance of technological determinism, where populist communication follows logically after any particular innovation in media technology. Rather, the goal is to gain insight into whether a particular media form (each within its own historical context) can be uniquely valuable for filtering populist communication, how these forms change over time and how they are informed by past media technologies and journalistic structures.

Section 2.3: Methodology

This paper will operationalize variables as follows. The independent variable is the media form used by each piece and its corresponding media logics. The dependent variables are how populist communicators use and shape messages, images and personas, how the
media tools broadcast the populist communicators messages, images and personas and how audiences interpret and shape those messages, images and personas.

Using aspects of the toolboxes developed by Fairclough, Jager, and Schnieder, this paper will conduct a discourse analysis of each piece of media. Fairclough’s Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) model on how production, distribution and consumption mediate the relationship between communication and mass social practices (hegemony) will be integral in forming conclusions.

The steps for the discourse analysis of each piece will be as follows:

1.) Explore the context of the piece, including the milieu and media technological background. Also focus on instances of intertextuality – the relationship of texts to other previous texts—in order to understand processes of retextualization and hybridization

2.) Examine the production, distribution and consumption processes
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3.) Measure specific attributes of populist communication in the piece. This includes

- **Advocative Messages**, including
  - reference to the people as monolithic
  - stress of the people’s virtues and achievements
  - demonstration of closeness to/embodiment of the people
  - demands of sovereignty for the people

- **Conflictive Messages**, including
  - exclusion of Others/elites from the people
  - name calling, discrediting or blaming Others/elites for problems
  - denying sovereignty to Others/elites

- **Emotional Messages**, particularly cultural appeals, including
  - references to religion/God
  - references to American cultural history/civic religion

4.) Note specific rhetorical features, including:

- use of stories/anecdotes/quotes
- modalities and prescriptions (idealized states of being, i.e. should/could)
- evidentialities (suggested factualities: “fake news” or “alternative facts”)

The units being studied in this discourse analysis will be what Gee calls “macro-lines,” which are “what counts as a sentence in speech.”
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determine whether any of the points from steps 3 and 4 apply and note accordingly. Finally, this paper will consider general rhetoric and explore whether speakers use simple or complex language and sentence structures.

Section 2.4: Hypothesis

This paper anticipates that as time goes on, populist communicators will use more populist communication tools as a result of advancements in media technology, such as increasing ease of production and distribution and greater degrees of audience participation. Essentially, communicators will become markedly “more populist” over time. On the measurable data points, this paper firstly anticipates that advocative messages will decrease over time, while conflictive messages will increase over time. This paper also figures that emotional messages will decrease over time, particularly due to the decline of religion in much of the US. Finally, this paper hypothesizes that the measured rhetorical appeals will increase over time, owing to Fairclough notion that speech has become more informal and culturally democratized over time (which he calls “conversationalization”), leaving openings for more anecdotes, stories and other informal rhetorical tools. Following the notion that language and sentence structure are becoming simpler, this paper also anticipates an increase in evidentialities, particularly with regards to the perceived uptick of so-called “fake news.”

Concerning the more abstract discursive practices set out in Fairclough’s CDA model, this paper hypothesizes firstly that populist communicators will find it easier to create personas
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and fashion personal images as media technologies advance. Second, populist communicators will find it easier to use the dominant form of media to create and distribute their messages over time. Finally, populist communicators will come to maintain more intimate relationships with their audience over time, who will become more and more involved in articulating populist communicator’s personas and political goals. Taken together, production, distribution and consumption mechanisms will become more democratized amongst populist speakers and receptive audiences, to the detriment of more elite producers and distributors.

Section 2.5: Potential Criticism

There are two potential issues with this research methodology. The first is that the pieces of media being examined are not all of the same media, and are pieces from different times. However, the entire purpose of this study is to look at the impact of shifting forms of media on populist discursive tools over time. Chronotropic approaches to populist communication across media forms have heretofore been conspicuously absent from much of the populist literature. The second is that there are differences in length with each piece. Indeed, the biggest difference between speech lengths is 2,100 words (between Trump and Donnelly). To remedy this, results of each discourse analysis will be weighted for length (measured by number of populist communication instances divided by word count) and compared accordingly.
CASE STUDIES

CHAPTER 3: 1870s-1890s - NEWSPAPERS AND THE PEOPLE’S PARTY PRESS

Section 3.1: Context

Section 3.1.1: Depression, Greenbacks and Silver

As mentioned earlier, the People’s Party or Populist Party achieved a high degree of success for a third party in the United States, and had much of their policy platform adopted in the decades following their dissolution.

The effects Long Depression of 1873-1896 (the first “Great Depression”) did much to incite political rebellion among the farmers in the Great Plains, South and Midwest. After the loose monetary policy of the Civil War, the federal government contracted the money supply with the adoption of the gold standard in 1873. Combined with the collapse of agricultural prices in the 1880s, farmers were unable to obtain much needed credit for seeds, equipment and crop storage. The rapidly consolidating railroad monopolies, banking interests and powerful new industrial concerns in the Northeast became objects of the farmers’ ire for those groups’ support (or control) of the federal government’s tight monetary policy.\(^{113}\)

These farmers began to organize themselves into political groups like the Greenbackers, the Grangers and the Farmers’ Alliance, eventually joining with a number of other labor and Christian groups in 1892 to become a national political party, the Populist Party. The Populists fashioned themselves as heirs to America’s history of pious, hardworking, self-sufficient yeoman farmer “producers,” and stood in opposition to the “idle, do-nothing class” of

monopolists and partisan politicians who argued mostly over politically harmless issues like tariffs.\textsuperscript{114} The Populist platform encompassed a slew of democratic reforms aimed at lessening financial burdens for the common man, including the government control of railroads, direct election of Senators, the creation of government owned warehouses for crop storage, a graduated income tax, an eight-hour work day, and the enactment of expansionary monetary policy (bimetallism or “Free Silver”) that would increase access to credit.\textsuperscript{115} The Populists were also unique in that their movement cut across regional, partisan, ethnic, religious and gender lines—and perhaps most intrepidly, included blacks within their coalition (at least in the beginning of the movement; Southern Populists broke the alliance with a white supremacist coup in North Carolina in 1898).\textsuperscript{116}

Section 3.2: Production, Distribution and Consumption

Section 3.2.1: You Get a Newspaper, You Get a Newspaper....

From the 1870s onward, the newspaper became one of the primary political instruments of the insurgent farmers groups who later coalesced into the Populist movement in the 1890s—indeed, the movement and their press apparatuses were so intertwined that one might not be possible without the other.
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Each influential Populist figure or group had their own personal newspaper outlets for expressing their political views to their readers. Charles Macune published the *National Economist*, the official paper of the Farmer’s Alliance. The Alliance’s founder Milton George had his own paper, the *Western Rural*. “Little” Annie Diggs’ writing in the *Advocate*, another official Alliance journal, reached a massive readership of 80,000 people a week.¹¹⁷ The Grangers had their own paper, the influential *Grange Advance*. William Peffer, later a US Senator for Kansas, edited the *Kansas Farmer*. The influential *People’s Party Paper* was headed up by future Senator Tom Watson, who ran as the Populists’ vice-presidential candidate in 1896 election and the party’s presidential candidate in 1904.¹¹⁸ In the 1890s Julius Wayland began publishing the *Coming Nation* and *Appeal to Reason*; the later would become the major socialist paper in the US at the turn of the century and a political engine for its editor, Socialist Party presidential candidate Eugene Debs.¹¹⁹

As the farmers movements grew, so did their newspapers. Kansas alone had 150 newspapers involved in some way or another with the Farmer’s Alliance in the 1880s and 1890s, while Texas, Alabama and Georgia each had over 100.¹²⁰ Over a thousand Farmer’s Alliance papers banded together at the 1891 meeting in Ocala, Florida to form the National Reform Press Association (NRPA) in order to spread the Populist message nationwide using its
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newspapers. It did this by distributing “ready print” or “boilerplate” pre-printed pages to local publishers each week, a technique that was only invented during the Civil War. These ready print editions included party approved and edited stories pre-printed on one side of the paper, allowing the movement to educate, persuade and inform people in localities around the country with a consolidated and syndicated national message, which was articulated through photographs, illustrations, cartoons, statistics and in-depth political economic analysis.

The Populists also received assistance from outside the rural areas of the South, Midwest and Great Plains. The National Editorial Association was sympathetic to the Populist’s newspaper strategies, and at their founding in 1885 called the press “the protector of the people and the educator of the masses.” Major publishers like E.W. Scripps, while not a Populist himself, was in the late 19th century quite sympathetic to the working man in his Penny Press (later the Cleveland Press). Even William Randolph Hearst, the publisher of the influential New York Journal and the promoter of turn of the century “yellow journalism,” got his start in part by boosting the profile of the Populists with his paper’s endorsement of William Jennings Bryan in the 1896 election. On the day after Bryan’s loss, Hearst circulated a record 995,000 copies by sending out papers en masse to rural areas.
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Section 3.2.2: Faster, Cheaper and Now in Color!

The success of the upstart Populists in leveraging newspapers as a political vehicle to challenge the incumbent political parties was in large part due to numerous advancements in communication technology over the preceding decades. As the US industrialized after the Civil War, the country’s rapidly growing urban areas and rural hinterlands would become more linked both culturally and economically. Railroads soon crisscrossed the country and made travel—and mail delivery—exponentially faster, in addition to standardizing time. There was also the rapid spread of telegraph lines throughout the country in the 1870s and the advent of widely available telephones by the mid-1880s. Taken together, these new transport technologies made the transmission of information across long distances quicker, easier and cheaper, and helped create a greater shared discourse among the national citizenry. This created challenges for what ideas would dominate political, economic and social spaces.

The postbellum period also saw the newspaper industry undergo a similar revolution in communication, although its seeds had already been planted prior to the Civil War. Starting in the 1830s, many newspapers began to be sold at one cent a piece rather than the previously expensive six cent papers. This new “penny press” provided more accessible and available news to the wider populace. In the decades following the Civil War, Newspapers were increasingly freed from the partisanship of the Republican and Democratic parties as high-speed presses gave the opportunity for faster printing and greater circulation. This allowed independent entrepreneurs to step in and support parties and movements outside of the traditional party patronage systems. The ease with which one could start a newspaper business led to the
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startup of thousands of local and rural newspapers that could be run on the cheap.\footnote{Robert McMath, \textit{American Populism: A Social History 1877-1898}, (New York: Hill and Wang, 1992), 148-149.} In the 1890s, it only cost around $100 (about $2,400 today) to begin a small newspaper.\footnote{Robert Worth Miller, \textit{Populist Cartoons: An Illustrated History of the Third-Party Movement in the 1890s}, (Kirksville, Mo: Truman State University Press, 2011).}

Production and distribution also became much easier. From 1800 to 1900, presses increased their output from 300 sheets per hour to 100,000 multi-page newspapers per hour.\footnote{Peter Hutchinson, “A Publisher’s History of American Magazines: The Early Nineteenth Century.” \textit{The Magazinist}, 2008.} The average circulation of a given daily paper in 1840 was 2,200 a day; by 1904 it had quadrupled.\footnote{Michael McGerr, \textit{The Decline of Popular Politics: The American North, 1865–1928}, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986).} Indeed, the rapid proliferation of newspapers during this era was overwhelming: McKaul and Kerns called the 1890s a “crisis period” for journalism, in which there were an overwhelmingly high number of independent news organizations.\footnote{Arthur Kaul and Joseph McKerns, “The Dialectic Ecology of the Newspaper,” \textit{Critical Studies in Mass Communication} 2 (1985), 222.}

More technological advancements led to greater visual communication in the press. While reprinting pictures had long been a laborious process that required artists to engrave on plates, the invention of halftone printing allowed for easier reproduction of photographs that included the full range of shadows. When halftone printing began in New York in 1873, the press steadily adopted photographs as a major aspect of their newspapers, journals and magazines, although halftone reproductions did not become fully standard in all newspapers until around 1897.\footnote{Joseph W. Campbell, \textit{The Year That Defined American Journalism: 1897 and the Clash of Paradigms}, (New York: Routledge, 2006).} The introduction of more portable cameras and the invention of flash powder cameras in 1887 also gave photographers essential new tools.\footnote{Kate Flint, “More Rapid Than the Lightning’s Flash”: Photography, Suddenness, and the Afterlife of Romantic Illumination,” \textit{European Romantic Review} 24, no. 3 (2013), 369-383.}
During the late 19th century, there was also a vast increase in the circulation of magazines, including popular publications like *Puck, Judge, Life, Collier’s, McClure’s, Cosmopolitan* and the *Saturday Evening Post*.¹³⁵ Bankrolled mostly by advertisements rather than subscriptions, they were nationally distributed, and their longer length compared to newspapers gave publishers the opportunity to include photographs, full color illustrations and political cartoons.

Political cartoons were used extensively by both Populists and their opponents, especially as a means of educating readers on political matters, like the complex minutiae of monetary policy.¹³⁶ Most Populist cartoons appeared in local papers, and were spread through the same ready-print means as other news articles.¹³⁷ Daily political cartoons were made possible by advancements in photoengraving, which, by the 1880s, allowed for engravers to create reproductions of cartoons in hours rather than days.¹³⁸ Thanks to political cartoons in publications like *Puck* by the likes of Joseph Kepler, James Wales and the legendary Thomas Nast, the late 19th and early 20th century became known as the golden age of political cartoons.¹³⁹ Populist cartoonists like Watson Heston, Andrew Ullmark and Wilbur Steele drew their own ideologically driven cartoons for local newspapers to spread the Populist message.¹⁴⁰
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Section 3.2.3: Teachers and Preachers

Another major driver of this increase in circulation was the demand for information by more new readers—as in, more people who learned how to read. While the accuracy of literacy rates before the 1870 census are spotty, Hutchinson estimates that in 1830, only around half the US population was literate (including blacks, who were 7% of the population and mostly illiterate). The postwar era marked a huge increase in literacy to the point that illiteracy became a better measure. From 1870 to 1900, illiteracy rates dropped from 20 percent to 10 percent (and from 80 percent to 40 percent among blacks). During the same period, public schooling became a mainstay of American life, with public school attendance rising from 57 percent to 72 percent of children.

With the rise of mass public schooling and other adult education movements, the embrace of learning had become an important facet of social and political life in the second half of the 19th century, and the Populists incorporated education heavily into their message. Populist leader Leonidas Polk (who also published the Progressive Farmer) maintained that the Farmer’s Alliance was at its heart an educational institution, and argued that education in the country was controlled by a “textbook trust” that sought to promote the interests of industrial monopolists. Seeking to communicate to the masses an alternative to industrial plutocracy
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and monopolism, the Populists made use of an army of lecturers that travelled the country, to speak at schoolhouses, churches and camp meetings in rural localities. These campaigns were centrally planned and paid for by the Populist party leadership, who tailored speakers and campaigns according to the character of particular states and regions.

In the midst of the religious fervor of the Third Great Awakening in the late 19th century, popular Christian preachers like Dwight L. Moody and Ira Sankey already frequently castigated the excesses of the Gilded Age monopolists and embraced altruistic and communitarian goals. Populist speakers would frequently incorporate religious rhetoric and biblical stories to draw converts to Populism away from the major political parties. Kazin argues that the inclusion of religious undercurrents in Populist sermons was not necessarily a means for proselytizing particular new brands of Christianity, but rather a rhetorical tool for the Populists that spoke to the existing context of their listeners understanding of the world.

Section 3.3: Discourse Analysis

Ignatius Donnelly – 1892 People’s Party Omaha Platform

All of these aspects made up the media and communications landscape that the People’s Party operated within. But it was the message of the Populists that really galvanized political support. Ignatius Donnelly’s 1892 preamble to the Populist’s national political platform (the Omaha platform), as well as the platform itself, exemplified how the Populist could emphasize a “plain” people and whip up hatred towards elites. Donnelly, a man primarily
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known for his popular pseudoscientific writings about Atlantis and other esoteric topics, was at the time a state representative in Minnesota. He published his own newspapers, the Anti-Monopolist and The Representative, and previously served as a Congressional Representative in Minnesota and served as the state’s Lieutenant governor; he would later become the Populist’s Vice-Presidential candidate in 1900.

Speaking at the Populist convention in St. Louis in 1891, Donnelly delivered his preamble to the thunderous applause of the 10,000 or so people in attendance. Along with the political demands of the Populists, the preamble was printed in Populist party newspapers around the country, while a revised version was printed in the National Economist, the Farmer’s Alliance national paper, after the Omaha conference in 1892 (hence the name, the Omaha platform).

The piece itself is quite clear and to the point. The preamble constitutes about half of the entire piece, with the rest divided between the Populist Party’s political platform as well as a list of sentiments agreed upon by the platform committee. As an explicit outline of Populist policies and demands, the Omaha platform contains numerous modalities (24). Owing to the movement’s composition of “plain” people who are denied both political and economic voices in government, the piece contains numerous references to a monolithic people (20) along with numerous demands for popular sovereignty (12). Donnelly makes a one to one equation of the US federal government with the people, noting that the Republic “can only endure as a free


government while built upon the love of the whole people for each other and for the nation... one united brotherhood of free men.”

The platform also frequently attacks and blames elites for economic and political problems, with 10 instances, going so far as to say that “the fruits of the toil of millions are boldly stolen to build up colossal fortunes for a few.” Other relatively high scores within the discourse analysis (weighted for the length of the piece) include references to American cultural history and America as a civic religion, with 5, and denials of sovereignty to elites and exclusion of elites from the people, with 5 and 4 respectively.

An Irish Catholic (a rarer breed amongst the mostly Protestant Populists) Donnelly would sometimes integrate religion as a rhetorical tool. For example, he remarked to a crowd that “Jesus was only possible in a barefoot world, and he was crucified by the few who wore shoes.” However, there were only 2 explicit mentions of God or religion. The preamble is also light on stories, anecdotes, quotes and proverbs outside of the mention of the Constitution, with just one single, but memorable, quote that exemplifies the Populist’s producer-centric dogma—the self-sufficiency mantra that “if any will not work, neither shall he eat.”

Kazin described Donnelly’s preamble as “both radical and conservative,” in that the Populists “would expand the powers of the state only in order to restore the glories of an earlier day.” Indeed, the demands for progressive income taxes, secret ballot voting and referendum are radical ideas for expanding the political power of the people. At the same time, the piece does have a somewhat exclusionary notion of who is a part of the people—the party
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line explicitly discriminates against the ownership of land by “aliens,” referring to immigrants working for low wages. Such mixes of radicalism and conservatism would later become hallmarks of future populist communicators seeking to build dominant political coalitions.
SECTION 4.1.1: FIGHTING THE GREAT DEPRESSION

Further media innovations would play a major role in populist communication in the 1920s and 1930s. The invention and proliferation of the radio provides an interesting case study. A number of political figures were able to hone populist communication styles using radio technology to great effect, including President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Louisiana Governor/Senator Huey Long and Michigan based priest Father Charles Coughlin.

The use of populist discursive techniques by these three men must be understood in the context of the Great Depression. Like the Populists of the 1890s, each of these men considered themselves members of the political left, or at the very least, opposed to Wall Street and big business. In the midst of the high unemployment, agricultural hardship and numerous bank runs, the appeal of populist communication strategies was clear, as the country’s financial and business elites proved easy targets for criticism, even more so than during the Gilded Age. Roosevelt, Long and Coughlin were able to use opposition to financial and business elites as a way to unify the people into huge political coalitions, coalitions that would frequently be framed as encompassing all Americans, the average or the common man. Roosevelt, through his fireside chat radio broadcasts, was particularly adept at creating a unified vision of the American people.
Section 4.2: Production, Distribution and Consumption

Section 4.2.1: The State and the Market

The radio served as an ideal distribution mechanism for populist discourse. While what became the modern radio was created by a number of inventors in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it only truly emerged as a mass form of media in the mid 1920s with the advent of cheap radio equipment offered by companies such as RCA, Crosley and Crystal and the proliferation of local channels in the mid 1920s. In 1922, not even 1 percent of US households owned a radio, but ownership rose astronomically to a figure of 46 percent by 1930 and over 80 percent by 1940.

The competitive costs of entry to radio for broadcasters marked a significant departure from the more accessible market entry for businesses starting local newspapers, not least because of the limited amount of radio frequency and channels available, both from a technological and regulatory standpoint. In 1928, there were only 677 radio stations, and that number decreased to 616 by 1936. Following its establishment by Congress in 1927, the Federal Radio Commission (FRC) was given an obligation to govern the airwaves and grant broadcast licenses to stations that served the “public interest, convenience or necessity,” although this mandate was quite flexibly applied. The FRC’s existence was renewed by each year until the 1934 Communications Act removed Congress from the regulatory process and
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established the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the current executive branch body that oversees radio (and television) regulation.

The two major networks NBC and CBS soon came to dominate radio broadcasting, accounting together for about 70 percent of US broadcast wattage in 1931 when considering their affiliation with the majority of local broadcasters, along with control of virtually all nighttime broadcasts. The rise of the powerful National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) trade group, which came to exert major control over the FCC governing board, combined with the decline of non-profit and public broadcasters, organized the industry along generally market-centric lines. Upon his rise to the Presidency, Roosevelt was reluctant to challenge the power of the major networks, preferring instead to stay in the good graces of the networks. This hands-off approach to regulation gave Roosevelt and other government figures in his administration access from the networks to speak on the radio whenever they needed.

Habermas argues that the radio audience constituted a “sham public” that was inauthentic, because rational debate and conversation among the masses could only be had within a public sphere that was free of the influence of both the state and the market. Radio was indeed subject to both state and market. Militant labor groups were often blocked from the airwaves or from sponsoring programs by the government, especially after the passage of the 1939 National Association of Broadcasters code, while many news organizations refused to
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mention strikes in their news broadcast for fear of encouraging them.\footnote{Douglass Craig, \textit{Fireside Politics: Radio and Political Culture in the United States 1920-1940}, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), 236; Erik Barnouw, \textit{The Golden Web: A History of Broadcasting in the United States, 1933 to 1953}, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968), 137.} Many rural constituencies, blacks and other marginalized groups were either ignored by most broadcasters on the grounds that they would not be fertile targets for advertisement or, if they were targeted, were treated with contempt—popular shows like \textit{Amos’n’Andy} traded in stereotypes of blacks that were typical of the time.\footnote{Ibid., 239-255.} Indeed, the audience understood completely as the people—and vice versa—could never be completely all encompassing, as there would always be some sort of exclusionary component to it that is nurtured by the forces of state or market. As such, there will always be a struggle amongst what Denning calls “competing populist rhetorics,” which constantly struggle to define inclusion in the people.\footnote{Michael Denning, \textit{The Cultural Front: The Laboring of American Culture in the Twentieth Century}, (London: Verso, 1996), 126.} Roosevelt and his contemporaries would indeed compete with one another using populist rhetoric.

Roosevelt was not the first politician to use radio as a means to speak directly to voters. All three major candidates in the 1924 election used the radio, although each candidate used it sparingly. By the 1928 election, both parties were devoting around a fifth of their campaign budgets to radio.\footnote{Douglass Craig, \textit{Fireside Politics: Radio and Political Culture in the United States 1920-1940}, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), 149.} That election’s winner, Herbert Hoover, would go on to use the radio for just under 80 broadcasts throughout his presidency.\footnote{Ibid., 150.}
Section 4.2.2: Radio’s New Intimate Publics

While not the first, FDR was the first to truly leverage the communicative power of the medium, helped along by his smooth speaking voice. Roosevelt began broadcasting over the radio in 1928 as Governor of New York, and would articulate his policies to New Yorkers and ask for their assistance in pressuring Republican opposition legislators.\footnote{Douglass Craig, *Fireside Politics: Radio and Political Culture in the United States 1920-1940*, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), 154.} He spoke slowly, clearly and directly to voters, using intimate language like “my friends,” “I” or “you.”\footnote{Ibid., 155.} The intimacy and immediacy of Roosevelt’s radio broadcasts helped him overcome ongoing opposition to his administration from hostile newspapers.

Roosevelt’s frequent radio broadcasts, known as fireside chats, formed the basis of a new and more intimate relationship between state and citizen, leader and people. Loviglio argues that the fireside chats carved out a new intermediary space, which he calls the “intimate public.”\footnote{Jason Loviglio, *Radio’s Intimate Public: Network Broadcasting and Mass-Mediated Democracy*, (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005), xvi.} Fireside chats were at the same time both public and private—Roosevelt did not mean his fireside, but rather the firesides of his listeners. His audience of Americans, ostensibly ‘the people,’ let him, the personification of the state in human (or in this case, disembodied aural) form, enter into the living rooms of their private homes.

For Loviglio, this new space would serve as a “a tool for enlisting a mass audience of listeners for the important work of transforming itself into a highly self-conscious public, a rhetorical arsenal of mass mediated democracy.”\footnote{Ibid., xxvi.} Indeed, Roosevelt was able to use this new medium as a way to mobilize this audience of the public, or the people, to join and embrace the
New Deal project. Not coincidentally, Roosevelt’s first official fireside chat in 1933 was an educational talk on the inner workings of private banking, in laymen’s terms, as well as the government’s strategy for reform and regulation of the sector. Through this address, FDR essentially deputized his listeners into becoming agents of the state by asking for their confidence and buy-in to the New Deal.

Such use of radio created a relationship between the state and citizen that went both ways. In this sense, as Loviglio describes, “radio operated as a metaphor for the populist sentiment that members of the people were welcome anywhere in national life.” Yet Roosevelt was not the only one to succeed in using populist communication in this new intimate public space created by radio. Other challengers from the left would also attempt to occupy the same intimate public that Roosevelt had a major part in shaping.

Section 4.2.3: Demagogic Challengers

Huey Long and Father Coughlin, Roosevelt’s challengers for the mantle of anti-elite reformer, were formidable opponents, and both were able to leverage populist communication techniques over the radio to present radical alternatives to the New Deal.

Huey Long, the powerful Louisiana Governor and Senator, employed a folksy quality in his radio broadcasts, and he used common idioms, jokes and colloquialisms that would be recognizable to middle class and poor Americans. Barnouw described Huey Long as “the hillbilly
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come to power” who used a “vernacular that carried no hint of condescension,” and was often content to play the clown or use caricature, evidenced by his nickname, “Kingfish,” a character on the popular radio show *Amos’n’Andy*. Long’s radio broadcasts often started with requests to his listeners that they telephone their friends and family—a precursor to the mantra of today’s political YouTubers who constantly ask that their viewers to “like and subscribe” to their video content.

An initial ally of Roosevelt, Long soon shifted to the belief that the New Deal did not go far enough in relieving the burden of the Depression on the poor. In a style that foreshadows the percentage based statistical messaging style of Bernie Sanders (but with much less regard than Sanders for actual statistical figures of the time), Long would extoll that 2 percent of the people owned 60 percent of the wealth, although his figures would frequently change. In 1934, Long used his radio platform to broadcast the idea for his “Share Our Wealth” plan. He called for caps on wealth over $8 million, inheritance taxes of 100 percent on transfers of over $1 million dollars, jobs guarantees, working hour reductions, federal assistance to farmers, public works, increased education funding and pensions for seniors, single guaranteed government giveaways of $5,000 and government guaranteed income of $2,000-$2,500 a year to the poor and finally, aggressive taxes on the rich, framing it in simple, graduated terms that
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anyone could understand—those with $4 million would pay a 4 percent tax, 5 percent for $5 million, etc.\textsuperscript{173}

Like many of the Populists of the 1890s, Long used biblical terms to describe his plan, remarking that God had called us all to his feast, but that greedy bankers like Rockefeller and Morgan had eaten far more than their fill.\textsuperscript{174} He also drew on Populist rhetoric that romanticized “producers,” and denied that his plans were socialist, citing their preservation of private property (in fact, his movement cannibalized support for communist and socialist parties during the Depression).\textsuperscript{175} Despite its simplicity, the Share Our Wealth plan became immensely popular, and by the end of 1935 hundreds of “Share Our Wealth Clubs” had risen up nationwide.

Father Charles Coughlin, a Canadian born Catholic Priest living in Michigan, was another critic of unregulated market capitalism and the power of monopolists and wealthy bankers on Wall Street. Coughlin was a natural at attracting radio listeners with straight talking religious fervor and common language. Like Long, his folksiness shone through in his rhetoric—he used curse words like “damn” and frequently attacked enemies such as the Federal Reserve and Wall Street with creative nicknames and epithets like “cream-puffs” and “ventriloquists.”\textsuperscript{176}

Coughlin’s message played up America’s pious history and highlighted a religious opposition to concentration of wealth amongst the powerful. He framed economic matters in terms of social justice, an idea popularized by Pope Pius XI that espoused the duty of individuals

\textsuperscript{174} Ibid. !
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to uphold the common good. This would come to be the moniker of Coughlin’s National Union for Social Justice, which he maintained had 5 million members in 1935. Coughlin frequently described the economics of the Depression in biblical terms, castigating the evil of the so-called “money changers,” which included the Federal Reserve and Jewish bankers such as the Morgans and the Rothschilds. Coughlin would also frequently draw on statements from members of the 1890 Populist movement, which included currents of religious and spiritual fervor and sometimes, the equation of Jews with corrupt international financiers.

While his criticism of bankers was less overtly anti-Semitic at first—as an Irish Catholic, he unsurprisingly deplored the financiers of England—as time went on he became more openly hostile towards Jews, going as far as reprinting conspiracy tracts like the Protocols of the Elders of Zion in his newspapers. By the late 1930s he expressed overt support for Catholic dictators like Franco and Salazar as well as praise of Hitler and Mussolini. At the same time, Coughlin was virulently anti-communist, as their secularism posed a threat to the religious zeal that he espoused. Like Long, Coughlin was an initial supporter of Roosevelt and his New Deal project, but he soon opposed the President, calling him “Franklin Doublecrossing Roosevelt” and “anti-God” for supposedly being in cahoots with an international conspiracy of Jewish bankers that were paradoxically “bent on communist revolution.”
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By 1934, Coughlin received more mail (the chief way of measuring radio audiences and public opinion) than even FDR, and was estimated to have over 30 million listeners for his Sunday afternoon sermons.¹⁸² This community of listeners proved incredibly resilient—when he was dropped by CBS in 1931, Coughlin seamlessly switched to other stations that picked up his programing due to the swelling number of money order donations sent in by his listeners.

The populist styles of plain speech used by Coughlin, Long and Roosevelt (who, despite speaking less plainly than Coughlin and Long, nonetheless did not appear condescending to his audiences) were deployed in such a way that they were able to cast themselves as the people’s representatives. Mencken described the American people as constructing a shared identity through “Volkssprache,” or average, plain, folk speech.¹⁸³ Becker explains this folk speech as appearing to the people themselves for the first time in media within the confines of radio, which served to standardize it as a sort of “General American” tongue.¹⁸⁴ He asserts that radio “provided listeners with a new way to understand themselves as part of a common listening audience.”¹⁸⁵ This idea became even further solidified with town hall shows, call-in programs and man on the street shows that gave ‘the people’ a voice to share their concerns to a mass audience in a way that was previously not possible with print or even cinema.¹⁸⁶ Loviglio

¹⁸⁵ Ibid.
maintains that “the proliferation of ‘average’ voices on the air seemed to suggest that the people...were themselves embodiments of and continuous with [the] nation.”

Section 4.3: Discourse Analysis

Franklin D. Roosevelt – 1936 Madison Square Garden Speech

Long, Coughlin and their bases of political support gradually aligned in the mid-1930s, and together they seemed like a genuine threat to Roosevelt’s reelection. In a report for the Democratic Party, pollster Emil Hurja estimated in 1935 that a three-way Long vs. Roosevelt vs. generic Republican election would result in Long capturing upwards of 6 million votes across multiple states, enough to potentially swing the election to the Republican candidate.

Indeed, the inability of the New Deal to turn the tide of the Depression around by 1935 opened up a clear window for someone like Long or Coughlin to step in and appeal to the discontent and disillusion of those still hurting financially. However, many Long and Coughlin supporters also supported Roosevelt, or at the very least tolerated him. The administration’s fear of Long and Coughlin’s movement would manifest itself in the passage of Roosevelt’s “Second” New Deal in 1935, which included new relief efforts including the Works Progress Administration, the National Labor Relations Act (which FDR in fact opposed) and the Social Security Act. In addition to helping lessen the effects of the Depression on Americans, these policies would attempt to stave off the challenges from Long and Coughlin and would placate
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their supporters, who demanded more radical action to help those in need of assistance. The decentralized nature of many of the Second New Deal programs would also place precedence on working alongside local interests, a response to the more localized focus of Long and Coughlin's organizations.¹⁹⁰

Long was assassinated by the son of one of his myriad political enemies in September 1935, while Coughlin’s more overt anti-Semitism in the late 1930s would in fact lessen his appeal among his constituency rather than act as a magnet for attracting followers.¹⁹¹ Still, Roosevelt’s Madison Square Garden speech on the eve of the 1936 election required a reification of his administration’s populist bonafides. He had already spent the year castigating the “economic royalists” and “princes of privilege” who wanted to see the New Deal fail.¹⁹² In his 1936 State of the Union, he disparaged the moneyed classes seeking the “restoration of their selfish power” and advocated for the “help of the needy, the protection of the weak, the liberation of the exploited and the genuine protection of the people’s property.”¹⁹³

In his Madison Square Garden speech, Roosevelt deployed numerous references to the people as a monolithic group, mentioning them 13 times. He made sure to discredit and blame elites for their mismanagement of the economy, with a count of 8 instances. This included his often-cited phrase: “[the forces of organized money] are unanimous in their hate for me—and I welcome their hatred.” His attacks against elites depicts them clearly as deep and longstanding disturbances to the wellbeing of the people, painting “business and financial monopoly,

¹⁹¹ Ibid., 269-272. !
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speculation, reckless banking, class antagonism, sectionalism [and] war profiteering” as “old enemies of peace.” Roosevelt also specifically attacks misleading employers who would exploit their workers, further highlighting the symbiotic relationship between labor and their agents in government as foils for the power of big business.

Much like the Populists before him, Roosevelt used the language of self-sufficient producers, noting of his administration’s jobs programs: “we prefer useful work to the pauperism of a dole.” He also makes a handful of religious references, keeping with the longstanding connection of Christian rhetoric in Presidential speeches.

Roosevelt’s speech is peppered with notions that the people have lost power, such as a call for a “crusade to restore America to its own people.” Other statements show that Roosevelt sees himself as an extension of the will of the people, particularly his statement that “no man can occupy the office of President without realizing that he is President of all the people.” In this instance, the idea of people is meant to be encompassing of all Americans.

Following this speech and its broadcast over the radio, Roosevelt would cruise to a historic reelection and would eventually be credited with “saving capitalism” from more radical challenges in the midst of the Depression. Yet the spread of the radio had created a new avenue for all sorts of populist tools, including demagoguery, racism and anti-Semitism, promises, persuasion, reassurance, scapegoating and personal intimacy. Even outright lies and misinformation could be useful for achieving political goals—in the 1934 California Governor’s election, Upton Sinclair, the socialist candidate for the Democratic Party, was smeared by his
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opponents with faked newsreels and radio serials of hobos on their way to California to claim the crop vouchers and jobs promised by Sinclair.\textsuperscript{195} Such a scheme foreshadows conspiracies that an immigrant caravan travelling through Mexico to the US border contains criminals and terrorists, invoked by the Trump administration and the right-wing press in the run up to the 2018 mid-term election.\textsuperscript{196}

Perhaps the most important new populist discursive tool was the fact that Roosevelt created a carefully manicured and mediated radio personae, which would become a blueprint for future Presidents and populist communicators seeking to build an image that could appeal to the people intimately in new ways. This will be expanded on in the next section on Ronald Reagan and television.


CHAPTER 5: 1950s-1990s: TELEVISION AND IMAGE

Section 5.1: Context

Section 5.1.1: Video Kills the Radio Stars

Moving pictures, from the popularization of cinema in the early 1900s to the proliferation of the television in the 50s, 60s and 70s, were tools that were again used to define and redefine populist forms of communication and the relationships between audiences, the people, and speakers.

The marriage of video and audio was a huge technological jump for audiences. The rise of cinema in the first decades of the 20th century had already created a collective audience experience based around the consumption of images, and was further integrated with sound by the late 1920s. The use of newsreels in cinemas also helped solidify imagery as a major vector for disseminating and consuming information. However, the availability of televisions in the post-war period created an intimacy similar to the radio—having a television in one’s home became a necessity for intimate individual connection with the characters and settings of the news media. The rise of television was also incredibly rapid; there were just thousands of homes with television sets in 1947, but by the end of the 1960s, almost 9 out of 10 households owned a television.\(^{197}\)

Adorno and members of the Frankfurt School saw radio and cinema (and further technological developments in mass media like television) as encompassing a budding “culture industry,” in which media becomes subject to forms of consumerism and commodification.\(^{198}\)
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While the radio and the newspaper industry had already become increasingly commoditized through advertising-based business models, television supercharged commodification by integrating images that were easier for viewers to passively consume. Scholars such as Guy Debord argued that commoditization of media like television both compressed discussion within the public sphere and replaced it with manufactured and simulated spectacle, nudging the people to become passive observers rather than active participants or critical listeners.¹⁹⁹ Such passive consumption could be artificially manipulated and guided through agenda setting and framing by media elites (the major networks and their journalists, newscasters etc.) and members of the intelligentsia.²⁰⁰ Furthermore, television as spectacle served to reduce political phenomena to easily digestible stereotypes, clichés and simplifications.²⁰¹ These clichés and simplifications could manifest themselves in ideas of the people in ways that further detached them from any sense of real place. Becker has argued that television detached the concept of the people, or “the folk” from their “supposed regional authenticity” and created a more abstract, imagined version of “us” versus “them.”²⁰²

²⁰¹ Louw Ibid., 25.
Section 5.2: Production, Distribution and Consumption

Section 5.2.1: Gatekeeping and Neutrality

Both the production and distribution mechanisms of television as well as the aforementioned media elites came to shape the media in the era of television predominance in a number of unique ways. The most obvious facet of television was the high barriers of entry to those who sought to use it for communication—up until the 1980s, there were only three major television networks, NBC, ABC and CBS. Only in the late 80s and 90s did cable television expand the number of channels and major networks. The limited number of networks created a high degree of gatekeeping, creating select filters for news. This allowed the networks to play a major role in agenda setting and framing of news issues of the day. The limited amount of broadcast choice among viewers helped solidify a class of gatekeeping media elites, who had a high degree of control over who and what appeared on their networks, in addition to how it was covered.

Strikingly, the television era also coincides largely with a period of low degrees of political polarization and high degrees of bipartisanship in Congress. This is quite unique in the history of the US, which has typically seen high levels of polarization. This uniqueness could be a product of a few factors—Cold War unity against a common enemy in Soviet-led communism, general bipartisan support for the New Deal or fewer instances of labor disputes between businesses and workers, to name a few. Exclusion of minorities from the political
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process could have also played a major part, as racial integration and polarization both picked up in the 1970s. However, lack of choices among television news could also have played a crucial role—essentially, the entirety of television viewers all watched one of the same three broadcasts each night. This technological reality was a major uniting factor among TV viewers and Americans generally.

Another aspect of the television era that distinguishes it from other periods of media dominance is that, for the majority of its heyday, journalists generally took a nonpartisan and objective or neutral stance towards news coverage. For the most part, journalists employed what Maras calls “view from nowhere.” Such a posture places a premium on reporting facts rather than values or support of particular ideological stances, which naturally skewed coverage towards a detached sort of professionalism. While objectivity has a long history in American journalism dating back hundreds of years, it became dominant in the early 1900s as print journalism became thoroughly professionalized at institutions such as the Columbia School of Journalism. Gans argues that despite the continued use of radio era techniques like letters to the editor and audience research studies, during the television era, journalists for the most part ignored audience opinion due to this increasing professionalization and focus on objectivity.

Some of this neutral approach could be attributed to the “Fairness Doctrine,” an FCC policy that began in the 1940s that gave broadcasters a requirement to have their programming give the public a “reasonable opportunity to hear different opposing positions on the public

---
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issues of interest and importance in the community,” and an “affirmative obligation to insure fair presentation of all sides of any controversial issue.”

Regardless of a general standard of journalistic objectivity and fairness, however, there could always be instances of biases towards one ideological predilection or another that shone through in news programs. Indeed, there were numerous instances of journalists breaking the unwritten neutrality rules and embracing more normative stances (Edwin R. Murrow’s takedown of Senator Joseph McCarthy on his program *See It Now* stands as just one high profile example). Such divergences from neutrality and underlying normative approaches were often played up by conservatives like Senator Barry Goldwater who decried that there were in fact biases within what he termed the “liberal media.”

*Section 5.2.2: The Power of Celebrity*

The 1980s marked a sea change in the television medium, as the 24/7 news channel CNN and the beginnings of cable television contributed to an increase in tabloidization, which Kalb defines as a “downgrading of hard news and upgrading of sex, scandal and infotainment.” With the conflicting continuation of journalistic objectivity on the one hand and news as spectacle on the other, the medium was at a major flashpoint where the pluralistic communicative form, which values dialogue, compromise and diversity of viewpoints, would
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clash with a more freewheeling and subjective populist communicative form, which put
precedence on either or dichotomies of people and elites/Others.

The tabloidization of television news had deep roots, particularly in how the medium
prioritized image. Visual media had long been integral in creating celebrities, whose images
increasingly were reproduced at massive scales. Celebrity was (and is) an ideal way for a
populist communicator to enter the political scene, as their recognition gives them credence as
a “tele-populist,” or a politician who has “adapted to the needs of television mediatization.”

Such tele-populism in the midst of the ongoing tabloidization of news gave way for
politics to become swiftly colonized by the realm of celebrity in the form of Ronald Reagan, a
relatively minor Hollywood film actor. Reagan was able to use his experience in television and
movies as a way to manufacture an image that was palpable to Americans who had become
commoditized media consumers. Long before Reagan, television image had already come to
play a large part of politics—famously, Richard Nixon, who appeared sweaty and refused to put
on makeup for the 1960 Presidential debate, ended up “losing” to John F. Kennedy, who wore
makeup and was considered by viewers to be more conventionally attractive. Presidents and
Presidential candidates had begun carefully crafting and manufacturing their images through
television, including through speeches, interviews and political advertisements.

However, Reagan was perfectly attuned to the image-heavy television media form, and
would prove to be a master in populist communication by harnessing the intertextuality of both
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religious currents in US politics as well as American civic religion itself.\textsuperscript{216} This image-crafting and rhetorical skill was augmented by his thespian abilities, which gave Reagan an ability to connect with his audience, ostensibly the entirety of the American people, in novel ways.

\textit{Section 5.2.3: The Right Actor for the Job}

Reagan’s rise to the presidency was preceded by a right-wing religious and cultural lurch in the United States. The victories of the Civil Rights movements, the rise of black nationalism, increases in urban poverty and drug use, and the sexual and cultural upheavals of 1960s hippiedom (each of which made more visible by television) primed many working- and middle-class whites for a backlash and call for a return to more “traditional” values.\textsuperscript{217} These groups, made quite comfortable thanks in part to labor power, suburbanization and continued US manufacturing dominance internationally, saw their comfort “under siege from both liberal authorities above,” particularly those in the federal government and the media agitating for continued racial integration and equality, and “angry minorities below.”\textsuperscript{218}

Such a connection between an elite and a racial Other was the beginning of a new conservatism that would use populist communication as a way of gaining political strength. Segregationists like Alabama governor George Wallace were able to capture the support large segments of the South by using both overt racism as well as racially coded language and dog-whistles that played up notions that the white working classes (essentially a stand in for past


populist ideas of “producers”) made up a “silent majority” whose voices were not heard by liberal technocrats in Washington.\textsuperscript{219} Richard Nixon harnessed Wallace’s dog whistling rhetorical style with the so-called “Southern strategy” on his way to large electoral victories in 1968 and 1972. The late 1970s also saw a return of religious fundamentalism, particularly in the South, with evangelist figures such as Pat Robertson, Jerry Fallwell, Paul Weyrich and Phyliss Schafly arguing against shifting sexual and gender norms and culture war topics such as abortion and homosexuality.\textsuperscript{220}

Reagan was an ideal standard bearer for this new form of right-wing populist communication, and employed it during his election to and tenure as governor of California. Yet Reagan’s rhetorical style, very much a product of his acting career, gave him an appeal that captured the attention and support of working class (soon to be former) Democrats that were staunch New Dealers. Reagan integrated many of the rhetorical tools and talking points of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who Reagan admired as a young actor, in order to bring working class whites into his coalition, despite the fact that Reagan’s policies were clearly anti-union—one of his first acts as President was a mass firing of striking air-traffic controllers.\textsuperscript{221}

\textsuperscript{219} Samuel Webb and Margaret E Armbrester, eds. \textit{Alabama Governors: A Political History of the State}. Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press. 2014, 255
Section 5.3: Discourse Analysis

Ronald Reagan – 1980 Republican Presidential Nomination Speech

Reagan’s acceptance speech for the 1980 Republican Presidential nomination at the Republican National Committee in Detroit was for the most part an outline of his preferred policies—lower taxes, a federal hiring freeze, greater involvement abroad, and so on. Yet his rhetorical style is what defines this speech, and his future speeches, more than anything. His calm delivery, smooth voice and even a subtle wink in the middle of his speech during an applause break clearly demonstrate that his nickname, the “Great Communicator,” was an accurate assessment of his speaking skills. His comfort in front of the camera starring in movies like “Knute Rockne, All-American,” along with a sort of cowboy-like image (he owned a ranch in California) gave him an air of an everyman that the people could easily identify with. His experience hosting television shows like General Electric Theater also gave him integral practice interacting on camera with audiences directly.222

His speech itself shows a focus more on playing up notions of the people rather than castigating elites. Regan scores quite high on references to the people as monolithic (19) as well as mentions of the virtuousness of the people (10). His messaging is mostly positive, and seeks to remedy the problems of average Americans and unite them through shared values. He notes that “for those who’ve abandoned hope, we'll restore hope and we'll welcome them into a great national crusade to make America great again.” This focus on making America great again, a slogan deployed with explicit nativism by Donald Trump 36 years later, centers a glorious
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past, perhaps invoking among the audience the traditionalism, religious piety, conservativism, and producer-ism of an idealized pre-civil rights rural America. No doubt Reagan was playing with many of the same themes, albeit not as explicitly or extreme as Trump would. Along with playing up notions of the people and America’s idealized past, Reagan also spoke in language that the people were intimately familiar with. He invoked American civic religion and US cultural history extensively, with 13 mentions. Reagan also quoted a large portion of FDR’s speech after he captured the 1932 Democratic nomination for President, again using unifying rhetoric for cross-party appeal.

Despite his general focus on advocative messages centering the people, Reagan did deploy (12) attacks on elites, albeit not the traditional boogeymen of wealthy financial elites (who happened to be a major part of the Republican coalition). Indeed, Reagan’s most lasting impact on populist communication was perhaps his solidification of a new type of elite for the people to detest—government bureaucrats and entrenched (abstract) “special interests.” In the speech he says that “we are going to put an end to the money merry-go-round where our money becomes Washington's money, to be spent by states and cities exactly the way the Federal bureaucrats tell us it has to be spent.” By demonizing the bureaucrats in Washington as freewheeling spenders, he points to traditional notions of self-sufficient producers’ detestation of those supposedly getting fat off of lazy excess. And by painting these groups as privileged minorities (and, as a dog-whistle, implied to be actual minorities), Reagan was able to advance support for small government conservatism through a populist emphasis. Reagan’s notion that “the Federal Government has grown so big and powerful that it is beyond the control of any
President” frames the debate as though the people are at a significant disadvantage in contrast to this newly articulated group of bureaucratic elites who are in league with a racial Other.223

Despite his seeming sincerity throughout the speech, Reagan also makes the false claims that “every major tax cut in this century has strengthened the economy, generated renewed productivity and ended up yielding new revenues for the Government by creating new investment, new jobs and more commerce among our people.” This supply-side, trickle-down economics, while a prevailing economic view of the time, has since been thoroughly debunked on numerous occasions.224 Such false claims would prove to be a challenge for objective journalists in their coverage of Reagan, whose policies could sometimes be contradictory to his rhetoric.

Despite a surprisingly few references to religion or God (4), Reagan ended his speech with a call for silent prayer. This lack of complete embrace of the religious currents in the Republican party gave room for a more expansive and inclusive notion of the people as simply those who believed in God rather than a specific branch of evangelical fundamentalist Christianity.

The convention was covered with much fanfare and intrigue in on television—all the major television networks, ABC, CBS, and NBC broadcast both Reagan’s speech and included analysis by their respective television anchors and correspondents.225 Reagan’s speeches in the White House would later become hallmarks of his presidency, and his embrace of the people

from a more conservative perspective would set a blueprint for later populist communicators that sought to borrow elements of his style. More than anything however, Reagan’s television presence set him apart from his predecessors. While he could successfully build intimate relationships with his audience in ways that others could not, he also had the added benefit of already being a part of the media structure in some sense, and therefore having easy access to and mastery of communicative tools. While figures like Franklin Roosevelt and John F. Kennedy were apt users of media, Reagan was truly the first president that rose to the position through his experience as a celebrity. He would not be the last.

Section 6.1: Context

Section 6.1.1: The Erosion of Objectivity in the Pre-Internet Era

Perhaps the biggest shift in media prior to the mass adoption of the Internet was the repeal of the Fairness Doctrine, partially as a result of proliferating numbers of television channels, which opened up the floodgates for ideologically charged media content, particularly on the right. Some of the first signs that the repeal of the Fairness Doctrine had created a new media atmosphere was the rapid rise of right-wing talk radio, including pundits like Rush Limbaugh, Michael Savage and Glenn Beck, who filled the gaps of AM airwaves as music programming shifted towards the proliferating number of FM channels. Perhaps the biggest change in the media landscape was the rise of Fox News to become the country’s most popular cable news channel. Completely unconcerned with upholding the prevailing norms of “objective journalism,” Fox News’s advertised itself with the tongue-in-cheek mantra that its media coverage was “fair and balanced.”

Much of Fox News’s popularity stemmed from its role as the only high-profile conservative TV news channel, which gave it the ability to set itself up as a foil for the big networks, which it accused of perpetuating the news media’s “liberal bias.” By castigating opposing network news as the home of snobby urban media elites, Fox News was able to employ a particular brand of populist marketing style, in which it claimed that it spoke to people that made up the “real America,” a designation that skewed white, elderly and more
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rural. The *Fox News* challenge towards traditional “liberal media” gatekeeping in media by harkening on conservative bromides has resulted in a resounding political success. Ideologically aligned cable channels like *Fox News* have been found to be a major driver of political polarization, with *Fox News*’ stoking of polarization playing a substantial role in the electoral success of the Republican party.\(^\text{228}\)

Further tabloidization of media alongside (and partially driven in some instances) *Fox News* would continue as well. This is particularly evident in the constant, round the clock attention given to incidents concerning celebrity, such as the Clinton-Lewinsky affair and reality television, as well as spectacle events like the death of Princess Diana, the Oklahoma City Bombing and the 9/11 attacks. This embrace of tabloidization, spectacle and reality television, combined with the more ideologically driven character of media during the 1990s and early 2000s, further eroded the professionalization of journalism and set the table for the media landscape of the Internet age to develop into an ideal ecosystem for populist communicators.

Section 6.2: Production, Distribution and Consumption

*Section 6.2.1: The Internet and the Audience*

Much has been said regarding the transformative change brought by the adoption of the Internet, but much of the change was in fact spurred by the onset of Web 2.0. Tim O’Reilly describes Web 2.0 as a number of new technologies, protocols and practices that upended earlier packaged software models with a greater focus on scalable services, lightweight user

interfaces and network effects which integrate user contributions, collective intelligence and data gathering.\textsuperscript{229} Many of the new developments of Web 2.0 came to the fore following the 2000 dot com crash and picked up steam in the mid-2000s.\textsuperscript{230}

The midst of the Web 2.0 shift also saw the rise of digital-only news publications, the migration of legacy news channels and newspapers towards predominantly online news delivery and the proliferation of popular independent blogs, which together marked a massive shift towards a new way of producing, distributing and consuming information and news. The networking infrastructure of Web 2.0 also gave way to both social media platforms like Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and Reddit and the mass adoption of relatively cheap video-equipped smartphones. These developments contributed to a greater degree of engagement by audiences, particularly in the distribution of news and information—every person with basic digital literacy was now able to create text, picture or video content to share to millions of others instantaneously. Even further, social media gave a platform to the average person to communicate extensively through comment sections, blogs, forums, GIFs, memes, emojis and other interactive forms, all fostering the creation of a new public sphere where dissemination of information and socialization is done more horizontally rather than vertically. Jay Rosen argued that within this new public sphere, the audience has moved into a position of greater power, where they are no longer passive viewers but are instead now active participants.\textsuperscript{231}
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The combination of various interactive forms should not be overlooked as a central facet of Internet communication. For Chadwick, this mishmash of video, audio, and text into a highly nimble communicative form exemplifies what he calls a hybridized media system, where new media and old media forms are each engaged in a constant synthesizing process of adapting to new production, distribution and consumption systems. While Chadwick argues that all media have in some sense always been hybrid, the new media landscape is marked by constant reconfiguration of old media logics to adapt to the bounds and breadth of new media, while at the same time the new media integrates and reshapes past media logics.

Entertainment has bled into news, music into videos, movies into television and vice versa. Americans watch television on their laptop, read the newspaper on their tablet, surf the web on video game consoles, listen to podcasts on mobile phones, listen to music through the television, create memes using old pictures and meta jokes on social media platforms—all media production, distribution and consumption are now increasingly executed through hybridized media logics and practices.

Social media and networked Internet apparatuses have come to colonize much of the realm of information and entertainment (which, following tabloidization, is now a hybridized form of “infotainment”). Indeed, social media has already begun to supplant (or absorb hybridized versions of) cable and network news. While only 1 in 5 say they regularly received all their news from social media in 2018, 68 percent of Americans said that they got their news at
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least partially from social media, while 43 percent of Americans said that they used Facebook specifically as a source of news, according to the Pew Research Center. However, social media was not seen as very trustworthy by Americans, with 57 percent of them saying that most news on social media was inaccurate. This perception of inaccuracy is likely rooted in the fact that mainstream journalists and media industry gatekeepers, whose focus on objectivity and neutrality predisposes them to report news and information in a more factual manner, are no longer the sole arbiters of truth in the public sphere. There are no longer single authoritative sources of public information, like a Walter Cronkite or Edwin R. Murrow, that almost every American consumes daily on a single news channel. This segmentation opens up avenues for neglect for established facts in favor of different constructions and interpretations of events, which can sometimes be wildly untrue. While they have long histories in US media, such “fake news” and “alternative facts” have become mainstays within the present Internet media atmosphere, and have helped develop completely isolated and separate media ecosystems that are effectively ideological echo chambers.

This creation of isolated media ecosystems spans the ideological spectrum, but the isolation is much more prevalent on the right. Before the Internet, radical-right wing ideas were for the most part marginalized in mainstream political discourse due to the gatekeeping of traditional media elites (although Fox News has played no small role in shifting the gravity of US news and political discourse ever-rightward). However, the rise of social media and has opened up new spaces for far-right websites like Breitbart, the Daily Caller, and thousands of other far-
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right Internet sites, which now have ideal apparatuses to help shape and reinforce the !
worldviews of their readers by bypassing traditional gatekeepers.236 Even more extremist
websites and forums such as Stormfront, 4Chan, 8Chan, Gab and various subreddits like
r/The_Donald provide new platforms for the communication and spread of far-right discourse
and narratives.237 This has major implications on communication: those on the far-right wing of
the political spectrum have been found to be more likely to fall for political disinformation,
misinformation and so-called “fake news.”238

Section 6.2.2: All About Algorithms

Maly argues that the infrastructure underlying Web 2.0 is a contributor to “algorithmic
populism,” in which digital distribution methods have helped shape discourse in a way that is
(at least at present) beneficial to populist forms of communication.239 The rise of commercial
social media apparatuses like Facebook, YouTube and Twitter have created a drastically
different news ecosystem from that of traditional media distribution apparatuses; these social
media sites have been designed to algorithmically suggest content that would appeal to a user
based on their past interactions online. For many social media users, this has the effect of even
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further insulating users within echo chambers of like-minded content. Schmidta et al have found that people are already predisposed to seek out sources and information that they agree with, so social media only further increases their encapsulation in their own bubbles of similar content.  

This dual ideological and algorithmic echo chamber is reinforced by the fact that both content creators and social media platforms like Facebook or YouTube are for the most part funded by advertisements, the price of which is based off of clicks or views of a given page or story. Users can be exploited both by content creators seeking to keep them clicking by feeding users a steady diet of likeminded political stories, as well as by the social media platforms that seek to bundle viewers and readers into specific demographic groups that can be better targeted by advertisers.

Taken together, the market centric character of Internet media, through algorithmic content distribution and consumption mechanisms, creates an atmosphere that is beneficial to populist communicators seeking to both better reach audiences (the people) and impose their own normative views on discourse in ways that they were unable to in the past, where more mainstream or ‘elite’ media gatekeepers held the keys to access to the public sphere.
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Section 6.2.3: The Internet and The Donald

Much has been said of so far in this paper about President Donald Trump. Perhaps no figure better embodies the numerous hybridized intersections of new media technologies and practices in the Internet age than Trump, who has ably navigated the new media landscape using unique populist communication styles. Trump has long been an avatar of wealth and self-promotion through his real estate business and other business ventures, but the cultural reach he has amassed as a result of his wealth has truly encompassed all kinds of media forms. In addition to his constant use of Twitter, he’s graced the cover of countless magazines and newspapers, hosted reality television shows, owned a (semi) professional football team, acted in dozens of commercials, hosted beauty pageants, appeared on radio shows, created board games, (ghost) written dozens of books, participated in pay-per-view pro wrestling matches, appeared as himself in dozens of movies and television sitcoms, appeared in video games, has received a Comedy Central Roast and has been shouted out in literally hundreds of rap songs.242

How did this wealthy businessman and New York City tabloid fixture become the self-proclaimed champion of the (white) working class, especially after the 2008 Great Recession? Despite the fact that he is a wealthy billionaire and is certainly a member of the global financial elite himself, it is not hard to comprehend how Trump harnessed populist communication tools so effectively in his rise to the Presidency.

With regards to his financial elite-ness, Trump has always presented his wealth in such a gaudy manner that it seems oddly authentic to his supporters. From his gold-plated penthouse, pervasive use of his last name for branding (Trump Tower, Trump Steaks, Trump Water, Trump Airlines etc.), copious nepotism, constant consumption of unhealthy amounts of fast food and no nonsense, in-your-face television persona on his reality show *The Apprentice*, Trump’s tastes are so ostentatious that they seem like how average person winning the lottery would act. In 2009, comedian John Mulaney called Trump “what a hobo imagines a rich man to be.”

Related to this is Trump’s widespread name recognition (and popular social media account), developed over 4 decades, which gave him the ability to reach the masses more easily than perhaps any other outsider candidate. With his massive media platform, Trump was able to shape media coverage in ways that sidestepped the framing narratives of media elites. Trump’s frequent outrageous, simple, and often seemingly daft statements, insults and gaffes served as a natural magnet for the tabloidized and spectacle-driven coverage that has marked media since the 1990s.

Bartlett has remarked that social media is ideal for populist communication tactics, in that “the short acerbic nature of populist messages works well...humor, outspokenness, pithy put-downs and catchy slogans: these are the DNA of cyber culture.” Trump’s frequent outbursts were tailor made for endless sharing and discussion within the media. While plenty of media consumers were no doubt horrified by Trump’s mudslinging and political norm-
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shattering, he was too interesting not to tune in and talk about. He commanded so many eyes balls that the media—across all platforms, especially the Internet and cable news—couldn’t afford not to cover. This constant coverage of Trump’s campaign (as both novelty, threat and general interest) gave him the ability to break through traditional media gatekeeping by sheer force of promotion and marketing.

Indeed, a populist communicator who employs seemingly outrageous comments that discredit elites and go against the grain of elite political consensus or so-called political correctness gives them a high degree of exposure, which in turn allows them to better set media agendas and frame (or re-frame) political debate. Mazzoleni speaks of “media populism,” where a market centric media focuses attention on those who use populist communication, because the masses (media’s audience and consumer base) are receptive to it. Tabloid media, of which Trump has long been a subject, gives ample coverage to those who use populist communication, ultimately producing a “public legitimation.”

Trump’s use of mainstream media elites as an essential elite/Other in his own populist dichotomy should not be understated. Throughout his career, Trump has seemed to resent the highbrow media world that saw him as a cartoonish, self-promoting tabloid side-show. Indeed, it seems that President Obama and Saturday Night Live actor Seth Meyers’ skewering of Trump
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during the 2011 White House Correspondents Dinner, the most elite of elite media affairs, was a major motivating factor for his eventual Presidential run.249

Trump benefitted from a readymade constituency who, partially as a result of Fox News’s years of ragging on mainstream media, was already predisposed to support Trump’s demonization of the media as the “enemy of the American people.”250 This steerage of media consumers within the conservative bubble towards Trump was also advanced by the algorithms of Facebook, YouTube and other social media sites, as well as by actors who were able to game the algorithms with floods of fake or misleading content.251

Section 6.3: Discourse Analysis

Donald Trump – 2016 Presidential Campaign Speech in Phoenix Arizona

Donald Trump’s 2016 Presidential campaign speech on immigration in Phoenix, Arizona is instructive in its use of populist communication tools within the context of the segmented, hybridized and tabloidized news media that has come to typify the Internet age.

In his speech, Trump frequently attempted to describe the “American people” as a monolithic bloc, with 19 instances during his speech. However, Trump often conflated the American people with “working people,” which, based on the context of his past speeches and
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general audience, is intended to mean his base of predominantly rural, downwardly mobile, older white men who had been primed by years of *Fox News* and Internet propaganda. Trump’s framing of the mainstream media as nefarious and morally corrupt elites served as red meat this base who see mainstream media elites as predominantly urban intellectual snobs and arbiters of political correctness who are enemies in the decades long right-left culture war, which has long overshadowed economic and class considerations in US politics.

This links with how Trump used underlying racialized and exclusionary forms of nationalism within the conservative movement as a way to connect the elite media and Reagan-style “special interests” in Washington to racial Others, represented primarily by Hispanic and Muslim immigrants and asylum seekers. In his speech he specifically takes aim at “out of touch media elites,” claiming that immigration “facts aren’t known because the media won’t report on them, the politicians won’t talk about them, and the special interests spend a lot of money trying to cover them up.” By connecting elites to a racialized Other, in this case immigrants, Trump could easily define a corrupt enemy that the people can unite against in moral solidarity. Trump’s messaging was predominantly conflictive, and he frequently ascribed blame for perceived immigration issues to elites or Others, with 19 instances. He frequently made explicit distinctions between these elites or Others and the people, with 11 instances. His speech also contained 13 instances where he denied sovereignty to these elites or Others, often literally, with most instances being calls for deportation.
Trump’s speech built on and went beyond much of the racist dog-whistling of the Southern Strategy that Nixon and Reagan pioneered in the preceding decades.\textsuperscript{252} Departing from norms of public discourse established during and after the Civil Rights movement, Trump said much of the quiet part loud—he called for explicit separation of racial minorities, often using the term immigrants, from that of the (American) people, which were clearly meant to mean white people. With a focus on the cultural and racial differences of immigrants, particularly Hispanic and Muslim immigrants, Trump claimed that “not everyone who seeks to join our country will be able to successfully assimilate.” He equated undocumented immigrants with “violent crimes” and “total chaos and lawlessness.” This equation of undocumented immigrants with criminals, which, considering the majority of undocumented immigrants are of Hispanic origin, carries an inherently racialized message of exclusion.

Trump also used 12 anecdotes based around victims of crimes committed by undocumented immigrants, which included a number of the victim’s mothers—so-called “angel moms”—coming to speak on stage with him. By highlighting their stories, Trump was able to overstate the criminality of immigrants, who are in fact less likely to commit crimes than native born Americans.\textsuperscript{253} Additionally, Trump played up notions of the absolute sovereignty of the people, saying that “it is our right as a sovereign nation to choose immigrants that we think are the likeliest to thrive and flourish here,” a quote that no doubt could be seen in a racially exclusionary light.

It should also be noted how this speech was covered in media. Cable news shows, whether ideologically friendly to Trump like *Fox News* or hostile like CNN, provided round the clock coverage of Trump rallies on both television and their social media accounts, and this was no exception. Trump himself tweeted extensively before and after his speech to promote it directly to his followers. Short clips of his speech on his Twitter feed received tens of thousands of comments, likes and retweets, while Trump also gave personalized replies to some low-follower accounts that tweeted at him, making it seem that he had intimate interaction with followers on a personal level.\textsuperscript{254}

Clips and transcriptions of his speech were shared countless times on other social media platforms like Facebook and YouTube by personalities that ranged from official media channels to scornful media elites to startled minorities to fanatical Trump supporters.\textsuperscript{255} Photos of Trump and angel moms during the speech were turned into memes and cartoons by zealous Trump supporters and shared to social media feeds and subreddits.\textsuperscript{256} The constant interaction with and viral spread of the content by audiences was emblematic of the new dimensions of the media.

Trump’s delivery and style should also be noted. As in many of his speeches, he seemed to speak completely off the cuff, leaning on prepared remarks strictly for statistical references.


or prepared anecdotes. Trump’s tendency to go off script (or speak without a script at all) gives him an air of authenticity among his supporters, who feel that they could have a simple conversation with him. Trump is an ideal communicator for the increasing conversationalization of the media, which has become commonplace with the mass use of short form social media platforms like Twitter and less grammar-intensive Internet speech. Trump has even referred to himself as the “Ernest Hemingway of 140 characters.”

Trump scored the highest out of any of the speeches analyzed on the number of evidentialities (suggested facts). This paper found 12 blatantly untrue statements, statistics or misleading information in Trump’s speech, including claims that refugees coming into the country were not filing documentation (untrue), claiming that the Obama administration’s DACA executive order counted as amnesty (it was not) and that Hilary Clinton proposed mass amnesty for undocumented immigrants (she did not). He also erroneously claimed that the country was in the midst of a “jobs crisis and a border crisis,” despite the fact that unemployment was at a historical low, undocumented immigration was rapidly declining from its 2005 high point and border apprehensions of undocumented immigrants was also historically low.

Like many of his other wildly inaccurate or outrageous statements, his unverified claims would in many instances be reported objectively as news or covered from the angle of a political horse-race. For example, CBS ran the headline “Donald Trump Doubles Down in

Immigration Speech: “Mexico Will Pay for the Wall,” only refuting Trump’s false or racist immigration claims with quotes from his opponents, primarily Clinton.\textsuperscript{259} \textit{NBC News} published Trump’s immigration claims, like his declaration of heaps of cases that “illegal immigrants brutally attacked US citizens but were never punished or deported,” without providing any statistics challenging the claim itself.\textsuperscript{260} The \textit{New York Times} covered the speech in horse-race politics fashion, noting how Trump’s amicable earlier meeting with the Mexican President could confuse supporters who were gung-ho about his strict and exclusionary immigration policies.\textsuperscript{261} In advance of the speech, \textit{CNN} said that Trump’s immigration policies have “received scrutiny” rather than expound on the scrutiny or the structural reasons for it from particular parties.\textsuperscript{262} Some outlets like the \textit{Washington Post} and \textit{NPR} fact-checked Trump’s speech for accuracy and refuted a number of his claims.\textsuperscript{263} However, these fact checks by mainstream ‘elite’ media news sources (and their spread over social media) would do little to influence Trump supporters, who had become inhabitants of a separate media ecosystem that had unwavering support for Trump and any of his claim. Indeed, the conservative media ecosystem was incredibly supportive of Trump’s speech—Trump even thanked \textit{Fox and Friends} for a favorable review of his speech.\textsuperscript{264} The extensive fact-checking from mainstream media sources

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{259} Emily, Schultheis, “Donald Trump Doubles Down in Immigration Speech: “Mexico Will Pay for the Wall,”” \textit{CBS News}, September 1, 2016.
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would only serve to reinforce the narrative among Trump and his supporters that the mainstream media was biased against him (and by extension, them).

Trump’s speech was quite light on references to American civic religion or religion itself, which seems odd, considering he often gestures towards patriotic and spiritual embrace of both categories. However, Trump’s relationship to both of these categories is quite fickle—his gestures to civic religion are often more symbolic (such as literally hugging the flag) or devices for whipping up support from the Republican base of religious conservatives that was cemented during the Reagan revolution.

One last important point of Trump’s populist communication style within the speech was his claim his wealth and lack of political experience gave him the ability to sidestep issues of political corruption and lobbying. As he notes in his speech: “because I am not a politician, I am not beholden to any special interest.” Indeed, Trump is not the first person of wealth to attack finance, as FDR pioneered the practice in the 1930s. As a policy speech, Trump outlined quite a few idealized polices, which ended up netting him 18 modalities. Taken together, Trump scored exceedingly high on most categories of populist communication.
CONCLUSION

This paper found that among the cases, the “populist-ness” of populist communicators (measured by measuring the weighted totals of populist communication tools for each speaker) decreased after Donnelly’s exceedingly high score, but showed a marked uptick with Trump. This isn’t a full proof designation that all populist communicators have gotten more “populist” in their communication over time. Indeed, others speakers mentioned in the paper who have extensively used populist communication styles such as Huey Long, Father Coughlin, George Wallace, Ross Perot and Bernie Sanders are worth looking into for future discourse analysis studies. More extensive study of multiple media/speeches/posts by the speakers studied in the paper could also be another useful avenue for gauging how populists shift their use of populist communication tools over time, especially on a more individual level.

Overall, this paper’s hypothesis that advocative messages would decrease over time held true, save a slight uptick with Trump. This makes sense, considering that following the advent of the radio, the audience at large of particular speakers and the group designated as the people gradually become interchangeable in many instances. This paper’s hypothesis that conflictive messages would increase over time was only partially true, as conflictive messages declined with Roosevelt and Reagan and showed are substantial increase with Trump. This shows that Trump represents a major break in US politics, particularly because he is willing to castigate elites and Others in ways that others in the past have refused to do in such an overt way. This could also be because Trump’s perceived enemies—media and cultural elites, government bureaucrats, financial elites (in some cases) and of course, numerous racial and religious minorities—encompass a far larger group than the elites designated by Roosevelt and
Regarding name calling, discrediting and blaming elites or Others for problems, Trump in particular scored the second highest of the speakers in weighted total (.0048) and the highest by raw total (19 instances), which showcases his penchant for more direct attacks against elites.

This paper’s hypothesis that emotional messages would decrease over time was off base; emotional messages remained low and generally static, and constituted the category with the fewest number of instances. Both Roosevelt and Trump had scores that were quite low, perhaps owing to their less enthusiastic embrace of religion than Reagan and Donnelly. Indeed, the through line of religion, while a major aspect of US popular discourse, seems to be more often than not employed sparingly, with underlying religiosity mostly implied by speakers’ own personae.

This paper’s hypothesis that rhetorical appeals would increase was only true for Trump, as both Roosevelt and Reagan yielded far lower rhetorical scores than Donnelly. This is explained with Trump’s anecdote heavy speech—he mentioned a number of so-called “angel moms” (mothers whose children had been killed by undocumented immigrants), padding out his stats in this category. While all four of the speeches were in some sense policy outlines, Donnelly and Trump more explicitly designate their ideal policies, which had the effect of increasing their number of modalities as well as inflating their overall numbers of instances of populist communication tool use.

Still, Donnelly was by far the most populist overall in his communication, evidenced by his very high weighted score, particularly with regards to advocative and rhetorical communication tools. Trump held the highest raw score in every messaging category except for emotional. The fact that these two speakers held high raw and weighted score is perhaps a
result of their constituencies, which skewed primarily rural. Additionally, both Donnelly and Trump included language that singled out immigrants or “aliens” as separate groups from the people.

The jump in populist-ness from Roosevelt and Reagan to Trump with the onset of Internet media is notable. The para-social relationship that Trump’s followers feel with him when they retweet or interact with a Trump authored tweet or Trump-centered video on social media is quite more intimate than the relationship that past audiences had with Roosevelt or Reagan on the radio or on television, respectively. This heightened degree of intimacy among Trump’s followers suggests that the Internet medium is more ideal for a populist communicator like Trump than any other medium was for other populist communicators. The extremely low degree of gatekeeping and direct form of communication also heighten the degree to which the Internet serves as an ideal vessel for populist communication techniques.

Ultimately, the connection between populist communication and media form over time deserves further study. As the Internet continues to mature as a communication form, such study becomes even more necessary as new media technologies provide outlets for greater (or lesser) embrace of populist communication styles.
### APPENDICES

#### Figure 1: Discourse Analysis Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Donnelly</th>
<th>FDR</th>
<th>Reagan</th>
<th>Trump</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of Words</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>4,800</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted score as % of total word count</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted score as % of total word count</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total instances of populist tool category</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Advocative**
- Reference to the people as monolithic: 20
- Stress of the people’s virtues and achievements: 13
- Demonstration of closeness to/embodiment of the people: 2
- Demands of sovereignty for the people: 19

**Total Conflictive**
- Exclusion of Others/elites from the people: 4
- Name calling, discreditting or blaming Others/elites for problems: 10
- Denying sovereignty to Others/elites: 5

**Total Emotional**
- References to religion/God: 2
- References to American cultural history/civic religion: 5

**Total Rhetorical**
- Use of stories/ anecdotes/ quotes/proverbs: 1
- Modality (idealized states of being, i.e. should/could): 24
- Evidentiality (suggested factualities, conspiracy): 1

**Weighted Total (populist communication tools/wordcount)**
- 0.079
- 0.046
- 0.034
- 0.051

---

#### Figure 2: “Populist-ness” of Speakers Over Time

![“Populist-ness” of Speakers Over Time](image_url)
Figure 3: Populist Communication Tools Over Time (Raw)

Figure 4: Populist Communication Tools Over Time (Weighted)
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